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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the Scoping Opinion (the Opinion) provided by the Secretary of
State in respect of the content of the Environmental Statement for
Brechfa Forest Connection Project, to provide two wind farm
developments with connections to the electricity grid network.
This report sets out the Secretary of State’s opinion on the basis of the
information provided in Western Power Distribution’s report entitled EIA
Scoping Report Brechfa Forest Connection Project July 2014 (‘the Scoping
Report’). The Opinion can only reflect the proposals as currently described
by the applicant within this report.
The Secretary of State has consulted on the Scoping Report and the
responses received have been taken into account in adopting this Opinion.
The Secretary of State is satisfied that the topic areas identified in the
Scoping Report encompass those matters identified in Schedule 4, Part 1,
paragraph 19 of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended).
The Secretary of State draws attention both to the general points and
those made in respect of each of the specialist topic areas in this Opinion.
The main potential issues identified are:


Effects on Land use (agriculture and forestry)



Landscape and Visual impacts



Construction phase impacts, in particular those associated with
biodiversity, noise, air quality, transport and access

Matters are not scoped out unless specifically addressed and justified by
the applicant, and confirmed as being scoped out by the Secretary of
State.
The Secretary of State notes the potential need to carry out an
assessment under the Habitats Regulations1.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Background
1.1

On 11 July 2014, the Secretary of State received the Scoping
Report submitted by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc
(WPD) under Regulation 8 of the Infrastructure Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (SI 2263)
(as amended) (the EIA Regulations) in order to request a scoping
opinion for the proposed (‘the Project’). This Opinion is made in
response to this request and should be read in conjunction with
the applicant’s Scoping Report. As part of the information
provided, the applicant submitted another report entitled:
Environmental Impact Scoping Report Non Technical Summary
July 2014 (in both Welsh and English versions). These have not
been taken into account in this Opinion.

1.2

The applicant formally provided notification under Regulation
6(1)(b) of the EIA Regulations on 6 June 2014 that it proposes to
provide an ES in respect of the proposed development. Therefore,
in accordance with Regulation 4(2)(a) of the EIA Regulations, the
proposed development is determined to be EIA development.

1.3

The EIA Regulations enable an applicant, before making an
application for an order granting development consent, to ask the
Secretary of State to state in writing their formal opinion (a
‘scoping opinion’) on the information to be provided in the
environmental statement (ES).

1.4

Before adopting a scoping opinion the Secretary of State must
take into account:
(a) the specific characteristics of the particular development;
(b) the specific characteristics of the development of the type
concerned; and
(c)

environmental
development’.

features

likely

to

be

affected

by

the

(EIA Regulation 8 (9))

1.5

This Opinion sets out what information the Secretary of State
considers should be included in the ES for the proposed
development. The Opinion has taken account of:
i

the EIA Regulations

ii

the nature and scale of the proposed development

iii

the nature of the receiving environment, and
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iv

current best practice in the preparation of environmental
statements.

1.6

The Secretary of State has also taken account of the responses
received from the statutory consultees (see Appendix 2 of this
Opinion). The matters addressed by the applicant have been
carefully considered and use has been made of professional
judgement and experience in order to adopt this Opinion. It should
be noted that when it comes to consider the ES, the Secretary of
State will take account of relevant legislation and guidelines (as
appropriate). The Secretary of State will not be precluded from
requiring additional information if it is considered necessary in
connection with the ES submitted with that application when
considering the application for a development consent order
(DCO).

1.7

This Opinion should not be construed as implying that the
Secretary of State agrees with the information or comments
provided by the applicant in their request for an opinion from the
Secretary of State. In particular, comments from the Secretary of
State in this Opinion are without prejudice to any decision taken
by the Secretary of State (on submission of the application) that
any development identified by the applicant is necessarily to be
treated as part of a nationally significant infrastructure project
(NSIP), or associated development, or development that does not
require development consent.

1.8

Regulation 8(3) of the EIA Regulations states that a request for a
scoping opinion must include:
(a) ‘a plan sufficient to identify the land;
(b) a brief description of the nature and purpose of the
development and of its possible effects on the environment;
and
(c)

such other information or representations as the person
making the request may wish to provide or make’.
(EIA Regulation 8 (3))

1.9

The Secretary of State considers that this has been provided in the
applicant’s Scoping Report.

The Secretary of State’s Consultation
1.10

The Secretary of State has a duty under Regulation 8(6) of the EIA
Regulations to consult widely before adopting a scoping opinion. A
full list of the consultation bodies is provided at Appendix 1. The
list has been compiled by the Secretary of State under their duty
to notify the consultees in accordance with Regulation 9(1)(a). The
applicant should note that whilst the Secretary of State’s list can
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inform their consultation, it should not be relied upon for that
purpose.

1.11

The list of respondents who replied within the statutory timeframe
and whose comments have been taken into account in the
preparation of this Opinion is provided at Appendix 2 along with
copies of their comments, to which the applicant should refer in
undertaking the EIA.

1.12

The ES submitted by the applicant should demonstrate
consideration of the points raised by the consultation bodies. It is
recommended that a table is provided in the ES summarising the
scoping responses from the consultation bodies and how they are,
or are not, addressed in the ES.

1.13

Any consultation responses received after the statutory deadline
for receipt of comments will not be taken into account within this
Opinion. Late responses will be forwarded to the applicant and will
be made available on the Planning Inspectorate’s website. The
applicant should also give due consideration to those comments in
carrying out the EIA.

Structure of the Document
1.14

This Opinion is structured as follows:
Section 1

Introduction

Section 2

The proposed development

Section 3

EIA approach and topic areas

Section 4

Other information.

This Opinion is accompanied by the following Appendices:
Appendix 1 List of consultees
Appendix 2 Respondents to consultation and copies of replies
Appendix 3 Presentation of the environmental statement.
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2.0 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
2.1

The following is a summary of the information on the proposed
development and its site and surroundings prepared by the
applicant and included in their Scoping Report. The information
has not been verified and it has been assumed that the
information provided reflects the existing knowledge of the
proposed development and the potential receptors/resources.

The Applicant’s Information
Overview of the proposed development
2.2

The proposed development is a 40kms long, single circuit 132kV
overhead line, to provide a connection for the consented but as
yet undeveloped Brechfa Forest West and Brechfa Forest East wind
farms. The grid connection would be at a disused section of
transmission line called the ‘EE route’ as described in paragraph
3.1.1 of the Scoping Report. The proposed connection comprises
both above ground and underground works.

Description of the site and surrounding area
The Application Site

2.3

The proposed route for the overhead line shown in the Scoping
Report is a 300m wide corridor at this stage, showing various
route alignment options. The red-line boundary for the proposed
development site is illustrated on Figure 1.2 of Appendix A of the
Scoping Report, and route corridor options illustrated on Figure
3.2 and 3.3 of Appendix A. The alignment is indicative at this
stage as the route alignment options are subject to further
detailed design and EIA processes, as well as on-going
consultation. Figures 3.1(a-f) of Appendix A of the Scoping Report
illustrate the site area and identify environmental features and
constraints within the site boundary and surrounding area.

2.4

The proposed southern connection, as described in paragraph
3.1.2 of the Scoping Report, to the disused section of transmission
line, called the EE route, near Llandyfaelog is located
approximately 10km to the south of Carmarthen and
approximately 3km east of the Towy Estuary.
From this
connection point, the route aligns northwards for approximately
20kms to the vicinity of Alltwalis, passing to the east of
Carmarthen, before turning east for 15-20km to connect to the
proposed wind farm sub-stations at Brechfa West and Brechfa
East.
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2.5

Existing land uses within the proposed development
predominantly comprise agricultural grazing land.

2.6

The route passes through four Landscape Character Areas as set
out in the Landscape Character Map of Wales prepared by the
Countryside Council for Wales in 2008. These are: the Gwendraeth
Vales; the Towy valley; the Carmarthenshire Foothills; and the
fringes of the Cambrian Mountains. The Gwenfraeth Vales
comprises rolling pastoral countryside with hedgerows along small
lanes between sparse villages and farmsteads. The Towy valley
comprises an area of flat, open pastoral farmland. The
Carmarthenshire Foothills is a mix of agricultural land with some
settlements, notably Peniel, Rhydargareau and Potarsais. The
fringes of the Cambrian Mountain comprise a mix of high open
moorland, extensive areas of coniferous forestry as well as
agricultural slopes and farmed river valleys. Further descriptions of
these landscape character areas are provided in paragraphs 3.1.3
– 3.1.6 and in Appendix C of the Scoping Report.

2.7

The New Lodge sub-station at Burry Port, to which the proposal
would be connected, would require various works including the
installation of a circuit breaker within the sub-station compound, a
limited amount of underground cabling, sealing end platforms, a
new overhead span to existing towers, and the dismantling a span
of conductor between towers W40/EE5 and B5/C4 (as illustrated
on Figure 3.4 of the Scoping Report). These works would be
undertaken separately from the Brechfa Forest Connection project.

site

The Surrounding Area

2.8

The surrounding area is mainly rural, apart from the section that
closely passes the eastern edges of the town of Carmarthen. The
northern part of the proposed development is within the heavilywooded Brechfa Forest.

2.9

The Brechfa Forest comprises some 6,500 hectares of woodland
managed by Natural Resources Wales. There are numerous
bridleways, walking & cycling trails within and around the forest
which also link to the wider Public Right of Way (PRoW) network.
The applicant states that there are a total of 224 PRoW within the
proposed development site and a 1km buffer thereof.

2.10

The main roads through the study area are the A40, A48 and A485
which connect Carmarthen to other towns in the surrounding
region as shown on Figure 1.2 of the Scoping Report.

2.11

The route alignment options cross through the following
designated sites; Rhosydd Llanpumsaint Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI); River Towy SSSI and Special Area of
Conservation (SAC); and Gwan Pibwr Stream Section SSSI.
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2.12

Coed Gwempa SSSI is located approximately 2km to the east of
the proposed route alignment at the southern end of the proposed
development.
The route alignment options for the proposed
development cross the River. To the south of this crossing point,
the proposed development route alignment lies within
approximately 2km of the River Towy as it flows south westerly to
Carmarthen Bay.

2.13

Within 3km of the proposed development site boundary, there are
no world Heritage sites; there are 37 Scheduled Monuments; 2
Grade I Listed Buildings; 15 Grade II* Listed Buildings; and 348
Grade II Listed Buildings; the Landscape of Outstanding Historic
Interest. Part of the Towy Valley. There are also 3 Grade II
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens within 3km of the proposed
development site: Pantglas, located between Llanfynydd and the
Towy Valley; The Bishop’s Palace in Abergwili, and Llechdwnni in
Llandyfaelog.

2.14

There are 11 Conservation Areas within 3km of the Scoping
Boundary. Ten of these are located in Carmarthen and one at
Abergorlech, just outside the study area.

Alternatives
2.15

The applicant states that connection options have been explored in
detail in the Strategic Optioneering Report (SOR) as part of early
project feasibility considerations. This report is not provided but is
considered in Sections 2.3 and 3.2 of the Scoping Report. The
alternatives considered include differing technological solutions,
such as alternative grid connection points, separate or combined
route(s) for the two wind farms/connection points and alternative
alignments for the preferred route(s) between the wind farms and
the connection point(s).

2.16

The Scoping Report states that the overhead lines would be
supported on double wooden poles, but steel poles towers could
be used in certain locations. Underground cables may also be
considered in response to technical difficulties or the potential for
adverse visual impacts.

Description of the proposed development
2.17

The proposed 132kV electrical connection runs from south to north
from a disused section of transmission line called the EE route,
(located just west of Llandyfaelog, approximately 10km to the
south of Carmarthen), to connection points at the two substations
of the consented Brechfa Forest West and Brechfa Forest East
wind farms.

2.18

It is proposed that the connection would be made by an overhead
line consisting of twin wooden poles, with insulators on top. The
applicant states at paragraph 3.3.5 of the scoping report that
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these wooden poles do not typically require foundations, and that
they would be installed to achieve an average height of 15m above
ground level, extending to a maximum of 20m in order to
accommodate physical constraints or meet statutory clearance
criteria. Typical span lengths between poles would be between
100-130m, although in some sections longer span lengths may be
required, and where terrain is challenging, steel gantries would be
considered. These would be no taller than the wooden poles but
would require concrete foundations. Photographs illustrating the
types of supports that would be used for the overhead line are on
pages 51 and 52 of the Scoping Report.

2.19

The Scoping Report explains at paragraph 3.3.1 that underground
routing of the cable will also be consider where appropriate, and a
range of installation techniques are available including open cut
trenching, coffer dam, and tunnelling or boring techniques such as
horizontal directional drilling (HDD).

Proposed access
2.20

Materials would be brought into Carmarthenshire from existing
depots in south and east Wales that are owned and operated by
the applicant. Transport of material is likely to be via the A48 to
Carmarthen (from the southeast), prior to heading north or south,
depending upon the section of the route to be constructed.

2.21

In areas proposed for the overhead lines, construction access is
anticipated to utilise existing road access where practicable and
include the use of temporary trackways, comprising metal plates,
overlaid on wood. Construction materials would be delivered to
dedicated site storage or assembly areas via the existing road
network, and subsequently transferred to individual pole sites by
cross-country vehicles fitted with lifting apparatus.

2.22

In agricultural areas proposed for possible underground cabling,
construction access would also be via existing routes and farm or
field entrances which would be used where possible.

Construction
2.23

Detailed information is provided on the construction period and
phasing at paragraph 3.4 of the Scoping Report. The duration of
the construction phase work cannot be determined accurately at
this stage. Based on a typical construction of an overhead line of
this type, it would take a construction team (comprising 3 teams
each of 4 persons) between 7 and 10 working days to complete
approximately 2 km of line (around 20 pole positions). More than
one construction team would be deployed so construction would
therefore take around one year to complete.

2.24

The section 3.4 of the Scoping Report outlines the overhead power
line construction to include the following activities:
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Preparation of accesses
Excavation of pole holes / foundations
Delivery and erection of poles/towers
Delivery of conductor drums and stringing equipment
Insulator and conductor erection and sagging
Clearance and re-instatement

2.25

The Scoping Report explains at paragraph 3.4.10 that for
installation of underground cable sections, a range of installation
techniques are available, including open cut trenching, coffer dam,
and tunnelling or boring techniques such as directional drilling
technology. It is likely, however, that open cut trenching would be
used to install the majority of the cable in relatively unconstrained
areas and horizontal directional drilling (HDD) would be used to
cross significant environmental and physical features such as main
rivers. To lay 132kV underground cable (which is insulated, not
bare metal) in agricultural land, the working area would be fenced
off with stock-proof fencing. The construction working area would
be about 16m wide in total, with a haul road of 5 m width
alongside the trench (as illustrated and described at paragraph
3.4.11 of the Scoping Report). Top soil and sub soil would be
separated in piles on either side of the trench. The trench would
be dug to a depth of about 1.5m, and the width would vary
depending on the kind of installation but typically would be about
1.5m wide at the top.

2.26

Cable installation would use either a cable buried direct or a
ducted cable (i.e. within a PVC (or similar) pipe). To bury a cable
direct, a trench would be dug for the length of a section (usually a
section length between 500-800m) and the cables are lowered into
the trench using mechanical winches, and a stone dust fill is laid
around the cables. A marker tile is placed on top of this and the
trench would be back filled using the excavated soil.

2.27

The Scoping Report states (paragraph 3.4.5) that traffic
generation is likely to be restricted to light vehicles and lists the
typical construction plant and vehicles envisaged.

2.28

The Scoping Report indicates that construction compounds would
be set up at strategic locations along the route and typically utilise
existing areas of hard standing. They would only be lit when
necessary and would typically be 100m by 50m including areas for
temporary storage of materials and poles, site cabins/ offices and
temporary accommodation, and parking for construction staff.

Operation and maintenance
2.29

Operation is anticipated to last up to 40 years, in line with the
design life of the electricity transmission infrastructure.

2.30

The OHL would require limited maintenance.
It would be
inspected periodically, likely to be annually, to identify any
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unacceptable deterioration of components so that they can be
replaced. Inspections would be made via a combination of foot
patrols and helicopter inspections. It is anticipated that the OHL,
plus conductors and insulators, would require refurbishment after
approximately 40 years, depending upon the severity of pollution
and local weather conditions.

2.31

Where underground cabling is used, once laid, no maintenance is
required, other than if the cable is damaged or if a fault occurs,
when it may be necessary to expose the cable to carry out a
repair. Cabling would be tested regularly during its lifespan which
is typically 50-60 years.

Decommissioning
2.32

As described in paragraph 3.6.1 of the Scoping report, the process
of dismantling would follow a similar process (and use similar
equipment) to the construction phase. Poles would be excavated
to a metre below ground level and cut, with ground being
reinstated. The poles would be removed from site together with
the conductor wire for safe disposal.

The Secretary of State’s Comments
Description of the application site and surrounding area
2.33

Due to the complexity of the maps provided within the scoping
report in terms of scale and amount of content (in particular the
environmental constraints plans at Figures 3.1a – 3.1f), the
Secretary of State recommends that any figures and mapping
presented in the ES contain the appropriate detail displayed at a
scale which is legible to the non-technical observer.

2.34

In addition to detailed baseline information to be provided within
topic specific chapters of the ES, the Secretary of State would
expect the ES to include a section that summarises the site and
surroundings and generally welcomes the intention of the
applicant to provide such a description. This would identify the
context of the proposed development, any relevant designations
and sensitive receptors. This section should identify land that
could be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed
development and any associated auxiliary facilities, landscaping
areas and potential off site mitigation or compensation schemes.
Description of the proposed development

2.35

The applicant should ensure that the description of the proposed
development that is being applied for is as accurate and firm as
possible as this would form the basis of the environmental impact
assessment. It is understood that at this stage in the evolution of
the scheme the description of the proposals and even the site
corridor may not be confirmed. The applicant should be aware
however, that the description of the development in the ES must
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be sufficiently certain to meet the requirements of paragraph 17 of
Schedule 4 Part 1 of the EIA Regulations and there should
therefore be more certainty by the time the ES is submitted with
the DCO.

2.36

The proposed development is in Wales. Under the Planning Act
2008 (as amended) associated development cannot be included in
a draft Development Consent Order (DCO) in Wales other than in
very particular circumstances. The Secretary of State advises that
works required for delivery of the NSIP, but to be obtained
through an alternative consenting regime, should also be included
in the assessment, as part of an integrated approach to EIA.

2.37

The Secretary of State recommends that the ES should include a
clear description of all aspects of the proposed development, at
the construction, operation and decommissioning stages, and
include:

2.38



Construction processes and methods, including site
preparation, methods for excavation of foundations, and the
extent and location of any vegetation and habitats that may
require removal to facilitate construction;



Access arrangements, including anticipated routes for
construction vehicles into/within the site and to/from
construction compounds or any off site locations;



Emissions to water, air and soil pollution, noise, vibration,
light, heat, radiation associated with construction and of the
proposed development;



Plans and figures illustrating the elements of the proposed
development;



Details of any measures required to mitigate impacts that
form part of the scheme design; and



Characteristics and quantities of temporary or permanent
land use requirements for construction and operation of the
proposed development.

The environmental effects of all wastes to be processed and
removed from the site should be assessed, particularly for the
maintenance and decommissioning phases of the project. The ES
would need to identify and describe the control processes and
mitigation procedures for storing and transporting waste off site.
All waste types should be quantified and classified.

Alternatives
2.39

The ES requires that the applicant provide ‘An outline of the main
alternatives studied by the applicant and an indication of the main
reasons for the applicant’s choice, taking into account the
environmental effects’ (See Appendix 3). The Secretary of State is
pleased to see the commitment of the applicant to provide details
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of alternatives in the environmental statement as considered in
Sections 2.3 and 3.2 of the Scoping Report.

2.40

The description of alternatives within the ES should include, where
relevant, consideration of alternative sites as well as alternative
forms, scales and design layouts of the proposed development
prior to establishing the final design and it should be clear where
environmental effects have been incorporated into the design,
including where these measures are effectively considered as
‘inbuilt’ mitigation, with specific reference to the relevant
environmental topic chapters.

Flexibility
2.41

The applicant’s attention is drawn to Advice Note 9 ‘Using the
‘Rochdale Envelope’ which is available on the Planning
Inspectorate’s website and to the ‘Flexibility’ section in Appendix 3
of this Opinion which provides additional details on the
recommended approach.

2.42

The applicant refers to a maximum 50m limit of deviation either
side of the final route alignment pole positions within which to
microsite the poles (paragraph 3.3.4 of the Scoping Report). The
ES should reflect the ‘worst case’ in this respect in terms of
proximity to sensitive receptors. Where specific micrositing
variations are sought or area specific limitations to this tolerance
are applicable, this should be clearly stated and considered as part
of the ES with particular reference to any specific constraints
identified and the reasons why the micrositing needs to be limited
at those locations.

2.43

The applicant should make every attempt to narrow the range of
options and explain clearly in the ES which elements of the
scheme have yet to be finalised and provide the reasons. At the
time of application, any proposed scheme parameters should not
be so wide ranging as to represent effectively different schemes.
The scheme parameters would need to be clearly defined in the
draft DCO and therefore in the accompanying ES. It is a matter for
the applicant, in preparing an ES, to consider whether it is possible
to robustly assess a range of impacts resulting from a large
number of undecided parameters. The description of the proposed
development in the ES must not be so wide that it is insufficiently
certain to comply with requirements of paragraph 17 of Schedule 4
Part 1 of the EIA Regulations.

2.44

It should be noted that if the proposed development changes
substantially during the EIA process, prior to application
submission, the applicant may wish to consider the need to
request a new scoping opinion.
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Proposed Access
2.45

The Secretary of State advises that site access routes for
construction traffic should be clearly identified and assessed within
the ES, including any alterations required to the existing road
network to accommodate any vehicular movements. The Scoping
Report does not consider the requirement for abnormal indivisible
load (AIL) vehicle deliveries to the proposed development site, the
Secretary of State advises that if it becomes apparent that they
are required the impact should be assessed. The ES should also
identify any temporary or permanent alterations that may be
required to the existing road network and assess any
environmental impacts associated with such works, including
reinstatement.

Construction
2.46

The Secretary of State recommends that information on
construction including: phasing of programme; construction
methods and activities associated with each phase; siting of all
construction compounds (including on and off site); lighting
equipment/requirements; and number, movements and parking of
construction vehicles (both HGVs and staff) should be clearly
indicated in the ES. Information should also be provided in the ES
on whether any construction activities are restricted to a particular
time of year.

2.47

The size and location of construction compounds and other
temporary working/storage areas should be identified and
assessed and such areas must be included in the DCO redline
boundary. The applicant is also referred to the comments provided
by Carmarthenshire County Council with regard to the need for the
identification of the location for the central construction
compound, as set out in Appendix 3. The Secretary of State
welcomes the applicants approach that the assessment would
consider potential impacts of bulk deliveries to the central
compound as well as deliveries from this compound to ‘satellite’
compounds as described in paragraph 14.8.2 of the Scoping
Report.

2.48

No direct reference is made to the need for a formal Site Waste
Management Plan for the proposed development. The Secretary of
State recommends that the applicant discusses the requirement
for such a plan with NRW and the Welsh Government, including its
relationship to the scope of any proposed Construction and
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).

Operation and Maintenance
2.49

Information on the operation and maintenance of the proposed
development should be included in the ES and should cover but
not be limited to such matters as: the number of full/part-time
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jobs; the operational hours and if appropriate, shift patterns; the
number and types of vehicle movements generated during the
operational stage.

2.50

The Secretary of State recommends that the ES should clearly
identify the width and timing of the scrub/tree clearance required
for the OHL during operation, taking account of operational
requirements and maintenance issues.

2.51

The expected frequency, nature and duration of any typical
planned (or unplanned) maintenance activities should be
acknowledged and considered as part of the description of the
proposed development (to the extent that it can be reasonably
foreseen).

Decommissioning
2.52

In terms of decommissioning, the Secretary of State acknowledges
that the further into the future any assessment is made, the less
reliance may be placed on the outcome. However, the purpose of
such a long term assessment is to enable the decommissioning of
the works to be taken into account in the design and use of
materials such that structures can be taken down with the
minimum of disruption. The process and methods of
decommissioning should be considered and options presented in
the ES expanding on the description of potential decommissioning
works as described in section 3.6 of the Scoping Report. The
Secretary of State encourages consideration of such matters in the
ES.
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3.0 EIA APPROACH AND TOPIC AREAS
Introduction
3.1

This section contains the Secretary of State’s specific comments
on the approach to the ES and topic areas as set out in the
Scoping Report. General advice on the presentation of an ES is
provided at Appendix 3 of this Opinion and should be read in
conjunction with this Section.

3.2

Applicants are advised that the scope of the DCO application
should be clearly addressed and assessed consistently within the
ES.

Environmental Statement (ES) - approach
3.3

The information provided in the Scoping Report sets out the
proposed approach to the preparation of the ES. Whilst early
engagement on the scope of the ES is to be welcomed, the
Secretary of State notes that the level of information provided at
this stage is not always sufficient to allow for detailed comments
from either the Secretary of State or the consultees.

3.4

The Secretary of State welcomes the intention to finalise the scope
of investigations in conjunction with on-going stakeholder liaison
and consultation with the relevant regulatory authorities and their
advisors. This should also include agreement wherever possible
regarding the timing and relevance of survey work as well as the
methodologies to be used.

3.5

Where the ES states that components of the assessment (e.g.
methodology) are agreed this should be supported with reference
to supporting evidence, copies of which should be appended to the
ES (and clearly referenced in the main text).

3.6

The Secretary of State recommends that the physical scope of the
study areas should be identified under all the environmental topics
and should be sufficiently robust in order to undertake the
assessment. The extent of the study areas should be on the basis
of recognised professional guidance, whenever such guidance is
available. The study areas should also be agreed with the relevant
consultees and, where this is not possible, this should be stated
clearly in the ES and a reasoned justification given. The scope
should also cover the breadth of the topic area and the temporal
scope, and these aspects should be described and justified.

3.7

The Secretary of State recommends that the ES should include a
table which summarises how the proposed mitigation measures
would be delivered, (e.g. through the requirements in the DCO). It
is recommended that the mitigation table should including detailed
cross referencing between the ES and the DCO.
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3.8

The Secretary of State encourages the applicant to liaise with the
local planning authority to ensure use is made in the EIA of the
most up to date policy documents.

Matters to be scoped out
3.9

The applicant has identified in the relevant sections of the Scoping
Report the matters proposed to be ‘scoped out’. The scoped out
matters were difficult to locate as not all were within the ‘scoped
out sections’ of the topic chapters. These include:


Transboundary impacts



Impacts on land use, soils agriculture and forestry



Aspects of the Landscape and Visual assessment as follows:
o

Separate consideration of townscape effects

o

Effects on nationally designated landscape areas (too distant
to require consideration)

o

Landscape character effects on surrounding landscape
character areas that are not directly impacted by the final
preferred alignment or associated accesses or construction
compounds

o

Construction phase effects on landscape character (with the
exception of any tree removal)

o

All visual effects beyond 3 km from the centreline of the final
preferred alignment

o

Individual assessment of visual receptors located more than
1 km from the centreline of the final preferred alignment

o

Construction phase visual effects of overhead sections

o

Cumulative landscape and visual effects with developments
other than those listed within the Scoping Report



Impacts on Pine Marten, Red Squirrel, White Clawed Crayfish
and the Great Crested Newt



Impacts on air quality of the grid connection alone or in
combination with any other projects



Aspects of the Geology, Hydrology, and Ground Conditions
assessment:
o

Preliminary risk assessment for the construction impacts on
ground conditions and hydrogeology for the proposed
development and geotechnical site investigation;

o

Assessment of contamination encountered during the
construction or decommissioning phases (to be controlled by
procedures outlined within the CEMP)

o

Assessment of contamination to soils, surface water or
groundwater by accidental import and/or spreading of
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contaminated material or accidental spillages within the
working area during construction (to be controlled by
procedures outlined within the CEMP)
Assessment of discharge of liquid wastes and sewage direct
to ground or to controlled waters (to be controlled by
procedures outlined within the CEMP)

o

Assessment of effects on potential mineral extraction or
active mineral sites

o

Assessment of impacts on ground conditions and
hydrogeology during operation and maintenance



Assessment of all impacts from noise and vibration (with the
exception of horizontal directional drilling)



Transport impacts during operation and decommissioning



Aspects of the Socio-economic assessment



3.10

o

o

Employment, land use and tourism and recreation during
construction

o

Employment, land use and access during operation
Assessment of impacts from Electromagnetic Fields

Matters are not scoped out unless specifically addressed and
justified by the applicant, and confirmed as being scoped out by
the Secretary of State.

Transboundary
3.11

The applicant considers the proposed development is not likely to
have significant impacts on another European Economic Area
(EEA) State.

3.12

The Secretary of State agrees that transboundary impacts on
another EEA state can be scoped out of the assessment.

Impacts on Land Use, Soils Agriculture and Forestry
3.13

The Secretary of State does not agree that the impact on the best
and most versatile agricultural soils (Paragraph 6.7.1 of the
Scoping Report); indirect impact on agricultural soils and farm
management (Paragraph 6.8.5 of the Scoping Report); and
decommissioning impacts that are considered ‘similar to and no
worse than during construction and directly affected land could be
restored to former use’ (Paragraph 6.8.9 of the Scoping Report)
could be scoped out. The impact on agriculture, soils and forestry
should be considered alongside the proposed mitigation strategy.

3.14

The Secretary of State agrees that operation and maintenance
impact of the OHL on land use, soils, agriculture or forestry can be
scoped out of the assessment (Paragraph 6.8.8 of the Scoping
Report);
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Aspects of the Landscape and Visual assessment
3.15

The Secretary of State does not agree that visual and landscape
character effects during the construction of overhead lines can be
scoped out. The Scoping report provides no detailed justification
as to the nature, location and duration of the overhead line
construction phase and the requirements for construction
compounds. The Secretary of State considers that the disruption
associated with the potential impacts on landscape character
should be assessed. The Secretary of State does not agree that all
visual effects beyond 3km from the centreline of the final
preferred alignment can be scoped out of the assessment.

3.16

The Secretary of State does agree that individual receptors located
more than 1km from the centreline of the final preferred alignment
can be assessed in terms of groups or specific agreed viewpoints
rather than individually.

3.17

The Secretary of State does not agree that cumulative landscape
and visual effects with developments other than those listed within
the Scoping Report can be scoped out of the assessment. The
position in respect of other cumulative developments to be
considered should be kept under review with the relevant
consultees as the EIA technical assessments are being undertaken.

3.18

The Secretary of State agrees that separate consideration of
townscape effects can be scoped out of the assessment on the
basis that relevant townscape receptors will be agreed and
considered as part of the landscape assessment. The Secretary of
State also agrees that effects on nationally designated landscape
areas can be scoped out given that any such designations are too
distant to require consideration.

3.19

The Secretary of State recommends that the applicant should seek
agreement with the relevant statutory consultees.

Impacts on Pine Marten, Red Squirrel, White Clawed Crayfish
and the Great Crested Newt
3.20

Pine Marten and Red Squirrel have been scoped out of the detailed
surveys as the preliminary ecological appraisals and desk top
studies have indicated low likelihood of their presence and are
considered ‘in the context of on-going forestry management
(Paragraphs 8.5.36 – 8.5.38 of the Scoping Report)’. Once the
final route alignment has been selected “the need for detailed
survey work for these two species would be reviewed” by the
applicant. The Secretary of State requires that this approach, if
suitable, should be agreed with and confirmed by the relevant
statutory consultation bodies.

3.21

Crayfish is proposed to be scoped out of the ES (Paragraph 8.9.5
of the Scoping Report) but no further explanation of this is
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provided. Therefore the Secretary of State cannot agree to
crayfish being scoped out due to lack of justification by the
applicant.

3.22

Great crested newt has been scoped out of the ES (Section 8.2.8)
due to there not being any confirmed records in the vicinity of the
scoping boundary. This has been confirmed by Natural Resources
Wales. The Secretary of State agrees with scoping out the
assessment of impact on the great crested newt.

Impacts on air quality of the grid connection alone or in
combination with any other projects
3.23

The Secretary of State agrees that air quality impacts during the
operational phase can be scoped out, but does not agree at this
stage that air quality impacts during the construction and
decommissioning phases can be scoped out as insufficient
information has been provided by the applicant to justify such an
approach, although the Secretary of State acknowledges that
transport options during decommissioning cannot be reliably
predicted at this time.

3.24

The Secretary of State considers that as the site crosses a
sensitive area that includes national and European-designated
wildlife sites, the impacts on the River Towy SAC and SSSI and
Cae Cwm-Tywyll SSSI, should be assessed. There is the need to
consider potential related effects due to an increase in airborne
pollution including fugitive dust especially during construction and
decommissioning.

Aspects of the Geology, Hydrology, Flood Risk and Ground
Conditions assessment
3.25

The majority of the proposed development site lies within flood
zone A, where there is little or no risk of fluvial or tidal/coastal
flooding. However, there are sections of the proposed
development site within zone C2 (where only less vulnerable
development should be considered subject to application of the
justification test), particularly associated with the area around the
River Towy. The Secretary of State notes that flooding from fluvial,
tidal, pluvial, groundwater and artificial sources would be
considered as part of the assessment of construction phase
effects, although an assessment of flood risk during operation has
been scoped out of the assessment.

3.26

The Secretary of State recommends an assessment of flood risk
during the construction and decommissioning phases of the
proposed development should be provided in meeting the
requirements of a Flood Consequence Assessment (FCA) in
accordance with TAN15 and Planning Policy Wales. The Secretary
of State requires that the approach should be agreed with and
confirmed by the relevant statutory consultation bodies.
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3.27

The Secretary of State agrees that assessment of the impacts of
the operational and maintenance phases on flood risk can be
scoped out of the assessment.

3.28

The Secretary of State agrees that the aspects of mineral
extraction, active or permitted, in relation to the proposed
development can be scoped out of further assessment given that
no extant permissions for mineral extraction or active mineral sites
have been identified in British Geological Survey or Local
Development Plan.

3.29

The Secretary of State agrees that the aspects of the impacts of
operation
and
maintenance
on
ground
conditions
and
hydrogeology can be scoped out of further assessment.

3.30

The Secretary of State does not agree to scoping out the
preparation of a preliminary risk assessment for the construction
impacts of ground conditions and hydrogeology for:

3.31



The proposed development; the management of unforeseen
contamination encountered during the construction or
decommissioning phases;



The direct contamination of soils, surface water or
groundwater by accidental import and/or spreading of
contaminated material or accidental spillages within the
working area during construction; and



The discharge of liquid wastes and sewage direct to ground or
to controlled waters.

Sufficient information is not provided to scope out these aspects.

Assessment of all impacts from noise and vibration (with the
exception of horizontal directional drilling)
3.32

The Secretary of State does not agree that the assessment of
noise and vibration effects during construction can be scoped out
of the EIA. The Secretary of State would also expect to see
agreement of the scope of assessment with key consultees
including Environmental Health Officers (EHO’s) from the relevant
local planning authorities. In particular, the Secretary of State
recommends that further justification should be provided in
demonstrating that the construction of overhead lines and
underground trenching would not ‘exceed BS5228 threshold limits
for a significant duration of time’ (paragraph 13.6.1 of the Scoping
Report), and therefore ‘would not have the potential to generate
‘significant noise or vibration effects’, and also that construction
traffic would have a ‘negligible effect on traffic noise levels’
(paragraph 13.6.3 of the Scoping Report).

3.33

The Secretary of State agrees that the operational noise effects,
impacts on the ground environment of operation and maintenance
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of the proposed development can be scoped out of further
assessment given their anticipated nature and frequency, although
justification of this should be provided as part of the EIA.

Transport impacts during operation and decommissioning
3.34

The Secretary of State agrees that the transport and access
impacts of the operational and maintenance phases can be scoped
out of the EIA given the size and nature of the project. The
Secretary of State does not agree that the assessment of the
decommissioning effects can be scoped out. Paragraph 14.8.6
states that ‘background traffic levels are predicted to increase
rather than decrease into the future, percentage impacts at the
time of decommissioning are likely to be lower than at
construction’. Evidence of this change is required by the Secretary
of State to ensure the worst case scenario is assessed within the
ES.

Aspects of the Socio-economic assessment
3.35

The Secretary of State does not agree that socio-economic
impacts in terms of tourism and recreation during construction can
be scoped out of the EIA given the lack of information as to the
locations, extents and durations of construction and associated
works.

3.36

The Secretary of State agrees that an assessment of employment,
land use and access during operation can be scoped out of the
EIA, although would expect justification to be provided in the EIA
in this respect.

Electromagnetic Fields
3.37

The applicant describes the preliminary baseline and in accordance
with NPS EN-5 assuming the implementation of measures specified
in the Code of Practice, Power Lines: Demonstrating compliance
with EMF public exposure guidelines – a voluntary Code of Practice
and the Electrical Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002.
The applicant has stated that there are not likely to be any
significant residual effects resulting from EMF. The applicant
proposes to scope out consideration of EMF effects from all stages
of the proposed development and that no further assessment of
EMF would be carried out.

3.38

The Secretary of State agrees to scoping out EMF for the
construction and decommissioning phases of the project. However,
the Secretary of State does not agree that the EMF impact of
operation and maintenance phases can be scoped out of the EIA.
The identification of sensitive receptors and an assessment of the
potential impact of exposure is required.
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3.39

Whilst the Secretary of State has not agreed to scope out certain
topic or matters within the Opinion on the basis of the information
available at the time, this does not prevent the applicant from
subsequently agreeing with the relevant consultees to scope
matters out of the ES, where further evidence has been provided
to justify this approach. This approach should be explained fully in
the ES.

3.40

In order to demonstrate that topics have not simply been
overlooked, where topics are scoped out prior to submission of the
DCO application, the ES should still explain the reasoning and
justify the approach taken. National Policy Statements (NPSs)

3.41

Sector specific NPSs are produced by the relevant Government
Departments and set out national policy for nationally significant
infrastructure projects (NSIPs). They provide the framework within
which the Examining Authority would make their recommendations
to the Secretary of State and include the Government’s objectives
for the development of NSIPs.

3.42

The relevant NPSs for the proposed development are EN-1
(Overarching Energy Policy Statement) and EN-5 (Electricity
Networks Infrastructure) set out both the generic and technologyspecific impacts that should be considered in the EIA for the
proposed development. When undertaking the EIA, the applicant
must have regard to both the generic and technology-specific
impacts and identify how these impacts have been assessed in the
ES. The Secretary of State is pleased that the applicant recognises
both NPS EN-1 and EN-5 in section 4.3 of their Scoping Report.

Environmental Statement - Structure
3.43

The Scoping Report Structure is provided in (Section 1.4) of the
Scoping Report, it is stated that the EIA would cover a number of
assessment chapters under the broad headings of sections 6-16 of
the Scoping Report:


Land use, agriculture and forestry



Landscape and visual effects



Ecology



Historic environment



Air quality



Hydrology and flood risk



Geology, hydrogeology and ground conditions



Noise and vibration



Transport and access



Socio-economics
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Electromagnetic fields

Topic Areas
Land use, Agriculture and Forestry (Scoping Report Section 6)
3.44

The study area is defined as the a 300m width route alignment
and provided no works take place outwith and this boundary, the
Secretary of State agrees that this study area would be
appropriate for this topic area in terms of direct impacts. However,
the assessment should take account of indirect impacts, such as,
for example, impacts on farm viability. The Secretary of State also
advises that the assessment should consider other indirect
impacts, such as soil erosion from newly exposed soil where land
use requires felling of trees.

3.45

The Secretary of State advises the applicant of the need to clearly
identify the type of cable routing and the associated construction
methodology for this type of routing for the different locations on
the proposed route, particularly where foundations are required.
Where more than one option of routing is being still being
considered, all options should be identified and each scenario and
the worst case should be assessed. Where crossings of main roads
and watercourses are proposed, temporary and permanent
impacts should be assessed.

3.46

The Secretary of State advises the applicant of the need to liaise
with NRW and the Highway Authority (paragraph 6.1.4 of the
scoping report refers to crossing main roads and watercourses).

3.47

Reference is made to various data sources, legislation and policy,
not all of which has a publication date. All sources of advice relied
upon in the ES should be fully referenced and be publically
available or provided as part of the ES. This topic should crossrefer to other relevant topic chapters in the ES as appropriate, e.g.
Transport and Access; Geology, Hydrology and Ground Conditions.

Landscape and Visual Effects (Scoping Report Section 7)
3.48

The Secretary of State recommends that the applicant liaises with
the local planning authorities to ensure use is made in the EIA of
the most up to date policy documents. The Secretary of State is
pleased to note that the assessment would be carried out in
accordance with the 3rd edition of the Guidelines for Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA).

3.49

The landscape and visual assessment refers to the Zone of
Theoretical Visibility (ZTV). The Secretary of State advises that the
ES should describe the model used, provide information on the
area covered and the timing of any survey work as well as the
methodology used. The Secretary of State would expect to see a
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clear explanation of how such tools have been used in influencing
the design and assessment of impacts.

3.50

The Secretary of State recommends that the proposals should be
clearly defined, where this is not possible the general approach in
terms of a worst case scenario would be acceptable, the scoping
Report describes this (paragraph 7.1.4) in terms of the line being
placed entirely overhead. Where undergrounding of sections is
proposed in response to specific landscape and visual effects
identified, this should be clearly described and set out as
embedded mitigation and a distinction made between that and
other mitigation measures (for example proposed planting) that
are not inherent in the design. The Secretary of State would
expect an explanation in the ES of how the monitoring of any
proposed compensatory tree planting outlined in section 7.9.6,
would be secured as part of the DCO.

3.51

The Secretary of State welcomes the early discussion and
agreement of viewpoints with the relevant statutory bodies. The
Secretary of State recommends that the consultation comments
from the relevant community councils and other relevant
stakeholders are taken into account regarding the selection of
representative viewpoints. The Secretary of State welcomes that a
draft schedule of viewpoints is provided in Appendix G of the
Scoping Report.

3.52

The Secretary of State advises that the consideration of visual
impacts should use the ZTV and perhaps further computer
modelling to identity areas likely to be affected, in particular the
potential impacts on landscape character as a result of the
removal of vegetation. The visual assessment should take into
account other developments in the area.

3.53

The Secretary of State welcomes the approach to consideration of
inter-related effects in terms of landscape and the historic
environment, as described in paragraphs 7.1.5, 7.6.5 and 7.6.10
and 7.8.42 of the Scoping Report , and with other topic areas
(recreation and tourism) in paragraphs 7.8.43 –7.8.45 of the
Scoping Report.

3.54

The Secretary of State recommends that justification is provided in
the ES for the decisions made regarding pylon design in the
various sections of the proposed route of the overhead line where
both wooden ‘H’ poles, steel gantries and their foundations are
proposed (paragraph 7.1.9 of the Scoping Report).

3.55

The Secretary of State draws the applicant’s attention to the
comments of the Civil Aviation Authority who aware that the
Ministry of Defence (MoD) has expressed generic concerns
associated with overhead power lines and the fact that it is
possible that the MoD would make a recommendation related to
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the lighting of the towers and marking of the wires in relation to
enhancement of wire conspicuity.

3.56

The Secretary of State welcomes the inclusion of a residential
visual amenity assessment of all properties within 100 m of the
final preferred alignment, and agrees with the consultation
response from CCC which states that they consider such an
assessment to be appropriate (see Appendix 3 of this Scoping
Opinion).

Ecology (Scoping Report Section 8)
3.57

The Secretary of State welcomes the approach to follow the
Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the United
Kingdom (IEEM, 2006) and that a full Ecological Impact
Assessment methodology would be provided within the ES. This
approach to the assessment is accepted by the Secretary of State.

3.58

The Secretary of State recommends that surveys should be
thorough, up to date and take account of other development
proposed in the vicinity. The Secretary of State welcomes the
consultation between the applicant and Natural Resources Wales.

3.59

The Secretary of State recommends that the proposals should
address fully the needs of protecting and enhancing biodiversity.
The assessment should cover habitats species and processes
within the study site and its surroundings. The Secretary of State
would expect to see agreement of the scope of assessment and
mitigation with key consultees including the local authority
ecologists and Natural Resources Wales (NRW).

3.60

The route alignment would consider species and sensitive habitat
identified by ES assessment. Route selection and micro-siting
would be used to avoid ecological impact. The Secretary of State
considers this a suitable approach.

3.61

The Secretary of State recommends that where protected species
are likely to be affected by the proposal, the ES should provide an
assessment of the impacts and full details of mitigation. This
mitigation should be reflected in the DCO. This should be reflected
in the table of mitigation and crossed referenced with the DCO.
More information on protected species is given in Section 4 of this
Opinion.

3.62

Reference is made to potential impacts on birds during the
construction phase (paragraphs 8.7.14-8.7.15 of the Scoping
Report). This includes potential avian mortality from collision and
electrocution. The Secretary of State recommends that the
collision and electrocution impacts are assessed during operation
of the proposals.
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3.63

The Secretary recommends the applicant considers impacts on
ecology in terms of the potential inter-related effects resulting
from other environmental factors such as air quality, landscape
and visual, and noise and vibration.

Historic Environment (Scoping Report Section 9)
3.64

The Secretary of State welcomes the approach undertaking the
assessment in line with relevant guidance including Cadw’s
conservation principles and the Institute for Archaeologists Code of
Conduct and relevant IfA standards. The Secretary of State
recommends that the Applicant seeks agreement with the relevant
consultees with regard to following assessment methodology
guidance on the setting of assets and groups of assets produced
by English Heritage, and that this guidance is relevant in absence
of equivalent guidance by Cadw.

3.65

The Secretary of State recommends that the baseline is agreed in
consultation with Dyfed Archaeological Trust Historic Environment
Record (HER) and that the baseline data takes account of the
route alignment as it is refined to ensure that all designated sites
are included. The Secretary of State would expect to see specific
consideration given to designated assets as part of the impact
assessment and mitigation measures as appropriate.

3.66

The Secretary of State welcomes an assessment of impacts on
Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in
accordance with Assessment of the Significance of Impacts of
Development on Historic Landscape (ASIDOHL2) published
guidance and methodologies. The Secretary of State agrees that
this process can be reported as part of the ES and that therefore a
standalone report is not necessary. However, this approach should
be made clear in the application documents.

3.67

Paragraph 9.7.19 of the Scoping Report refers to an agreement
with consultees that this proposed approach of providing an
ASIDOLH2 assessment conclusions as part of the ES is
‘proportionate to the scale and nature of likely impacts’, and the
Secretary of State would expect to see evidence of this agreement
presented.

3.68

The Secretary of State notes at paragraph 9.6.17 of the Scoping
Report that the potential for encountering previously undiscovered
remains within the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest is ‘likely to be particularly high’. The
Secretary of State would expect to see specific consideration of
this as part of the impact assessment and description of proposed
mitigation measures, including consideration of how such
mitigation measures are proposed to be secured as part of the
DCO.
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3.69

The Secretary of State welcomes the Applicant’s intention that
impacts on the historic environment and proposed mitigation
measures would be considered in terms of their potential interrelated effects on other environmental factors.

Air Quality (Scoping Report Section 10)
3.70

A desk-based air quality impact assessment and consultation has
been undertaken to determine the potential air quality effects. This
has informed a screening assessment, identifying sensitive human
and ecological receptors within 200 and 350m of the proposed
development site boundary. No activities with the potential to
significantly affect air quality were identified.

3.71

Paragraph 10.4.9 of the Scoping Report states that a qualitative
screening level assessment of the construction works on air quality
was carried out with reference to the following guidance:


Institute of Air Quality Management’s (IAQM) (2014)
Guidance on the assessment of dust from decommissioning
and construction;



Greater London Authority (GLA) and London Councils’ Best
Practice Guidance on The Control of Dust and Emissions from
Construction and Demolition; and



The Environmental Protection (UK) Planning for Air Quality
(2010 Update) guidance on dealing with air quality concerns
within the development control process; and



Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
Technical Guidance on Local Air Quality Management LAQM.
TG(09).

3.72

The Secretary of State would expect to see details of the screening
assessment and agreement of its scope as part of the ES and an
assessment of the potential air quality impacts at agreed sensitive
receptor locations.

3.73

The Secretary of State notes that the applicant has considered
potential impact mitigation measures in section 10.8 of the
Scoping Report. The Secretary of State would expect to see the
proposed mitigation measures described as part of the ES and
their effectiveness at avoiding or minimising the significance of
potential adverse effects identified. The Secretary of State would
also expect to see evidence of how such mitigation measures are
to be secured as part of the DCO, for example as part of a CEMP
or Code of Construction Practice or Traffic Management Plan.

3.74

Consideration should be given to monitoring dust complaints and
dust levels should be assessed not only on site but also off site
including along access roads, local footpaths and other Public
Rights of Way.
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3.75

The Secretary of State recommends that the potential impact of
dust on ecological receptors be considered within the ES and
appropriate cross reference is made to ecology chapters of the ES.

Hydrology and Flood Risk (Scoping Report Section 11)
3.76

The Secretary of State welcomes the Applicants position in setting
out how NRW and other non-statutory consultees have been and
would continue to be involved in discussions around the scope of
the proposed assessment and the Secretary of State encourages
agreement with these bodies. It is also noted that NRW have been
consulted on a non-statutory basis on the content of the Scoping
Report Chapter 11 Hydrology and Flood Risk, and that their
comments have been used to inform the chapter presented as part
of the formal scoping request made to the Secretary of State.

3.77

The Secretary of State advises that the study area for the
consideration of hydrology and flood risk impacts should be based
on the potential to affect the receiving environment and not as a
measurement from the preferred alignment. The Secretary of
State would expect that the study area is fully described in the ES,
including consideration of potential direct and indirect impacts on
the hydrological environment outwith the proposed development
site boundary as a result of the works.

3.78

The Secretary of State draws the Applicant’s attention to the
comments of NRW highlighting that the site is on is Secondary B
aquifer and that this has the potential to store and yield sufficient
groundwater for the support of local private water supplies and
provides baseflow to local rivers. Identification of all water
features above and below ground is recommended by the
Secretary of State. The Secretary of State would expect to see
specific consideration of effects in terms of these waterbodies (and
appropriate proposed mitigations monitoring measures) as part of
the EIA.

3.79

The River Towy is a SAC and SSSI, the Secretary of State
welcomes the Applicant’s approach to preparing a report for the
purposes of a Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) in
accordance with the procedures set out in PINS Advice Note 10 to
provide necessary information for the Secretary of State to fulfil
their duty under The Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (as amended) (the 2010 Habitats Regulations),
see also section 4 of this Scoping Opinion.

3.80

The Applicant makes reference to the Western Wales River Basin
Management Plan (RBMP). At paragraph 11.8.3 of the Scoping
Report the Applicant states that they consider a specific appraisal
of construction effects under the WFD is not necessary. The
Secretary of State would expect the application to be accompanied
by an assessment of compliance with the Water Framework
Directive in accordance with regulation 5(2) of The Infrastructure
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Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure)
Regulations 2009 (as amended) or else agreement with the
relevant consultees in respect of the need for WFD compliance
assessments.

3.81

The Secretary of State recommends consideration of the potential
overlap between the assessment of geology, hydrogeology and
ground conditions and the other technical chapters including
ecology, particularly to address the impact of the development on
preferential flow pathways on wetland habitat.

3.82

Chapter 12 Geology, Hydrogeology and Ground Conditions makes
reference to a CEMP as a form of mitigation, and the Secretary of
State would also expect to see reference to any CEMP as part of
any proposed mitigation measures in terms of hydrology and flood
risk. The means of delivering the CEMP would need to be certain
for the EIA to be able to rely on this for mitigation.

Geology, Hydrogeology
Report Section 12)

and

Ground

Conditions

(Scoping

3.83

No consultation has been undertaken with regard to geology,
hydrogeology and ground conditions. The Secretary of State would
expect to see agreement of the scope of assessment with key
consultees including Environmental Health Officers (EHO’s) from
the relevant local planning authorities and Natural Resources
Wales (NRW).

3.84

The Secretary of State would expect that the study area to be
drawn to assess potential direct and indirect impacts on the
hydrological environment as a result of the proposals.

3.85

The Secretary of State welcomes the Applicant setting out how the
baseline is to be considered with a desktop study and a site
walkover, taking into consideration geology, aquifers, sources of
potential contamination and the identification of sensitive
receptors. A qualitative assessment of the likelihood of an impact
is proposed, the Secretary of State welcomes the use of a risk
based approach flow chart to facilitate this.

3.86

The ground investigations would follow the approach described in
the Contaminated Land Report CLR11 (EA 2004) with appropriate
risk assessment and remediation option appraisal. This approach
to the assessment is accepted by the Secretary of State. The
Secretary of State recommends consideration of potential interrelationship with other technical chapters such as ecology.

3.87

The Secretary of State recommends that the identification of the
location of steel pylons, their associated foundation works and the
impact of the foundations on sensitive receptors should be
considered within the ES.
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3.88

The Secretary of State recommends that the control of unforeseen
contamination, potential for the direct contamination of soils,
surface water or accidental spillages and discharge of liquid wastes
to ground or controlled waters are assesses for the construction
and decommissioning stages. In addition, during the construction
phase, the potential break out of drilling fluids should be assessed
by the ES, especially with regard to potential impact upon the
River Towy SAC and SSSI. Where mitigation is proposed through a
Construction Management Plans, details of these should be
provided together with evidence as to how these would be
secured.

3.89

The Secretary of State recommends that the ES provides
consideration of the impacts of maintenance/decommissioning of
the underground cable, particularly in the vicinity of above ground
waterbodies.

Noise and Vibration (Scoping Report Section 13)
3.90

It is stated the assessment would be undertaken at the ‘nearest
receptors to the construction and operation of the development’
(paragraph 13.2.1 of the Scoping Report). The applicant’s
consultants identify 500m as the approximate distance beyond
which noise would be considered ‘not significant’ during worst case
construction noise activities, the Secretary of State recommends
that study areas and sensitive receptor locations are defined in
consultation with key stakeholders and justification provided for
their selection in the ES.

3.91

Information should be provided on the types and specifications of
vehicle and plant to be used during the construction phase. The
Secretary of State welcomes that the applicant intends to include
measures to mitigate industry accepted good practice to minimise
construction noise impacts within a CEMP (paragraph 13.7.1 of the
Scoping Report). The Secretary of State recommends that the
applicant considers the need for impact specific construction noise
mitigation measures or provides justification to support their
consultants conclusions that none would be required beyond that
which is ‘industry accepted good practice’ (paragraph 13.7.1 of the
Scoping Report).

Transport and Access (Scoping Report Section 14)
3.92

The Secretary of State welcomes the applicant’s approach to
considering the assessment of transport and access and is pleased
that informal consultations are taking place with Carmarthenshire
County Council (CCC) and South Wales Truck Road Agency as the
local highways authority and strategic highways authority
respectively with regard to access and the preparation of a Traffic
Management Plan (TMP).
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3.93

The Secretary of State recommends that the assessment to be
carried out in accordance with the Guidelines for the
Environmental Assessment of Road Traffic (IEMA) should be
agreed with the relevant bodies. The Secretary of State would
expect that the study area and any buffer zones around the
preferred alignment are fully described as part of the ES and also
agreed with the relevant bodies.

3.94

It is proposed that the baseline traffic data of vehicle counts and
accident data would be obtained from Carmarthenshire County
Council and that no additional vehicle counts are proposed and the
Secretary of State advises that this approach should be agreed
with the Council.

Socio-economics (Scoping Report Section 15)
3.95

The Secretary of State welcomes the applicant’s approach to
considering potential overlap between the assessment of socioeconomic effects and other technical chapters, including land use,
landscape and visual, air quality, noise, transport and access and
electromagnetic fields (EMF).There is no established EIA
methodology for the assessment of socio-economic effects in the
UK. As such, the Secretary of State recommends that the
proposed
approach
in
following
guidance
from
the
Interorganisational Committee for the Guidelines and Principles of
Social Impact Assessment (2003) is agreed with the relevant
consultees together with the merits of applying this methodology
over others which may be considered appropriate are assessed
(e.g. DMRB Volume 11 Section 3 Part 8: Pedestrians, Cyclists,
Equestrians And Community Effects). The Secretary of State also
recommends clarity in assigning specific feature sensitivities and
magnitudes of effect to identified receptors, and would expect to
see appropriate justification in both instances.

3.96

The applicant intends to conduct the assessment via collation and
review of desk based data. The Secretary of State recommends
that the applicant considers the need to supplement desk based
information with field based surveys at sensitive locations, for
example PRoW usage surveys at nationally / regionally important
locations, or provide justification as to the validity of assessment
conclusions in the absence of field based data.

3.97

The assessment should also acknowledge and distinguish those
effects which will be temporary and those which will be permanent
across the range of identified receptors.

3.98

The Secretary of State recommends that appropriate cross
reference is made within the socio-economic assessment to the
assessment of landscape and visual and cultural heritage effects
and that the potential adverse visual effects are assessed in terms
of the tourist industry and recreational activity.
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Electromagnetic Fields (Scoping Report Section 16)
3.99

Electromagnetic fields (EMF) have been raised as a potential issue
during the informal consultation process.

3.100 The Secretary of State would expect to see identification of
sensitive receptor points and an assessment of the potential
impact of exposure to EMF as part of the ES.

3.101 The Secretary of State welcomes the discussion of relevant

legislation, planning policy (including reference to NPS EN-5) and
guidelines in sections 16.4 and 16.5 of the scoping report. The
Secretary of State would expect that calculated EMF from the
overhead line would be evaluated against relevant guidelines to
demonstrate compliance with EMF exposure limits and policy on
phasing as detailed in NPS EN-5. The ES should outline what
proposed action would be taken if it were found that requirements
of NPS EN-5 were not met.

3.102 The Secretary of State draws the attention of the applicant to the
comments of the Health and Safety Executive regarding the need
for compliance with the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 and
the Electrical, Safety, Continuity and Quality Regulations 2002 (as
amended).

3.103 The Secretary of State draws the attention of the applicant to the
comments of Public Health England regarding the potential health
impacts associated with electric and magnetic fields around
substations and the connecting lines or cables and recommends
that these are taken into account within the assessment. The ES
should include consideration of the International Commission on
Non-ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines on exposure
of the general public to electromagnetic fields as referred to by the
applicant at paragraph 16.5.6 of the Scoping Report.
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4.0 OTHER INFORMATION
4.1

This section does not form part of the Secretary of State ’s Opinion
as to the information to be provided in the environmental
statement. However, it does respond to other issues that the
Secretary of State has identified which may help to inform the
preparation of the application for the DCO.

Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
4.2

The Secretary of State notes that a European site, River Towy SAC
and SSSI, is crossed by the proposed development. It is the
applicant’s responsibility to provide sufficient information to the
Competent Authority (CA) to enable them to carry out a HRA if
required. The applicant should note that the CA is the Secretary
of State .

4.3

The applicant’s attention is drawn to The Infrastructure Planning
(Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009
(as amended) (The APFP Regulations) and the need to include
information identifying European sites to which the Habitats
Regulations applies or any Ramsar site or potential SPA which may
be affected by a proposal. The submitted information should be
sufficient for the competent authority to make an appropriate
assessment (AA) of the implications for the site if required by
Regulation 61(1) of the Habitats Regulations.

4.4

The report to be submitted under Regulation 5(2)(g) of the APFP
Regulations with the application must deal with two issues: the
first is to enable a formal assessment by the CA of whether there
is a likely significant effect; and the second, should it be required,
is to enable the carrying out of an AA by the CA.

4.5

When considering aspects of the environment likely to be affected
by the proposed development; including flora, fauna, soil, water,
air and the inter-relationship between these, consideration should
be given to the designated sites in the vicinity of the proposed
development.

4.6

The production of a HRA Screening Report is referred to in
Section 4 (paragraphs 4.6.6-4.6.7 of the Scoping Report). The
Secretary of State recommends cross reference is made between
the HRA report and the ES especially the section on Ecology.
Further information with regard to the HRA process is contained
within Planning Inspectorate’s Advice Note 10, including the
accompanying Annexes 1 and 2 available on the National
Infrastructure pages on the Planning Portal website.
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Evidence Plans
4.7

An evidence plan is a formal mechanism to agree upfront what
information the applicant needs to supply to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of a DCO application. An evidence plan would
help to ensure compliance with the Habitats Regulations. It would
be particularly relevant to NSIPs where impacts may be complex,
large amounts of evidence may be needed or there are a number
of uncertainties. It would also help applicants meet the
requirement to provide sufficient information (as explained in
Advice Note 10) in their application, so the Examining Authority
can recommend to the Secretary of State whether or not to accept
the application for examination and whether an appropriate
assessment is required.

4.8

Any applicant of a proposed NSIP in England, or England and
Wales, can request an evidence plan. A request for an evidence
plan should be made at the start of pre-application (e.g. after
notifying the Planning Inspectorate on an informal basis) by
contacting the Major Infrastructure and Environment Unit (MIEU)
in Defra (MIEU@defra.gsi.gov.uk).

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs)
4.9

The Secretary of State notes that a number of SSSIs are located
close to or within the proposed development. Where there may be
potential impacts on the SSSIs, the Secretary of State has duties
under sections 28(G) and 28(I) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (as amended) (the W&C Act). These are set out below for
information.

4.10

Under s28(G), the Secretary of State has a general duty ‘… to take
reasonable steps, consistent with the proper exercise of the
authority’s functions, to further the conservation and enhancement
of the flora, fauna or geological or physiographical features by
reason of which the site is of special scientific interest’.

4.11

Under s28(I), the Secretary of State must notify the relevant
nature conservation body (NCB), NRW in this case, before
authorising the carrying out of operations likely to damage the
special interest features of a SSSI. Under these circumstances
28 days must elapse before deciding whether to grant consent,
and the Secretary of State must take account of any advice
received from the NCB, including advice on attaching conditions to
the consent. The NCB would be notified during the examination
period.

4.12

If applicants consider it likely that notification may be necessary
under s28(I), they are advised to resolve any issues with the NCB
before the DCO application is submitted to the Secretary of State.
If, following assessment by applicants, it is considered that
operations affecting the SSSI would not lead to damage of the
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special interest features, applicants should make this clear in the
ES. The application documents submitted in accordance with
Regulation 5(2)(l) could also provide this information. Applicants
should seek to agree with the NCB the DCO requirements which
would provide protection for the SSSI before the DCO application
is submitted.

European Protected Species (EPS)
4.13

Applicants should be aware that the decision maker under the
Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008) has, as the CA, a duty to engage
with the Habitats Directive. Where a potential risk to an EPS is
identified, and before making a decision to grant development
consent, the CA must, amongst other things, address the
derogation tests2 in Regulation 53 of the Habitats Regulations.
Therefore the applicant may wish to provide information which
would assist the decision maker to meet this duty.

4.14

If an applicant has concluded that an EPS licence is required the
ExA would need to understand whether there is any impediment to
the licence being granted. The decision to apply for a licence or
not would rest with the applicant as the person responsible for
commissioning the proposed activity by taking into account the
advice of their consultant ecologist.

4.15

Applicants are encouraged to consult with NRW and, where
required, to agree appropriate requirements to secure necessary
mitigation. It would assist the examination if applicants could
provide, with the application documents, confirmation from NRW
whether any issues have been identified which would prevent the
EPS licence being granted.

4.16

Generally, NRW are unable to grant an EPS licence in respect of
any development until all the necessary consents required have
been secured in order to proceed. For NSIPs, NRW will assess a
draft licence application in order to ensure that all the relevant
issues have been addressed. Within 30 working days of receipt,
NRW will either issue ‘a letter of no impediment’ stating that it is
satisfied, insofar as it can make a judgement, that the proposals
presented comply with the regulations or will issue a letter
outlining why NRW consider the proposals do not meet licensing
requirements and what further information is required before a
‘letter of no impediment’ can be issued.
The applicant is
responsible for ensure draft licence applications are satisfactory for
the purposes of informing formal pre-application assessment by
NRW.

4.17

Ecological conditions on the site may change over time. It will be
the applicant’s responsibility to ensure information is satisfactory

2

Key case law re need to consider Article 16 of the Habitats Directive: Woolley vs
East Cheshire County Council 2009 and Morge v Hampshire County Council 2010.
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for the purposes of informing the assessment of no detriment to
the maintenance of favourable conservation status (FCS) of the
population of EPS affected by the proposals3. Applicants are
advised that current conservation status of populations may or
may not be favourable. Demonstration of no detriment to
favourable populations may require further survey and/or
submission of revised short or long term mitigation or
compensation proposals. In Wales, the focus is on evidencing the
demonstration of no detriment to the maintenance of favourable
conservation status (FCS) of the population or colony of EPS
potentially affected by the proposals. This approach will help to
ensure no delay in issuing the licence should the DCO application
be successful.

4.18

In Wales, assistance may be obtained from NRW’s Species Teams.
These Teams provide advice on a range of issues concerning EPS
including advice on compensation site design, measures to
mitigate incidental capture/killing, evidencing compliance and post
project surveillance. The service is free of charge and entirely
voluntary. Species Teams can be contacted via NRW’s Enquiry
Service. Further information is available from the following link:
http://naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/apply-and-buy/uk-protectedspecies-licensing/?lang=en

Health Impact Assessment
4.19

The Secretary of State considers that it is a matter for the
applicant to decide whether or not to submit a stand-alone Health
Impact Assessment (HIA). However, the applicant should have
regard to the responses received from the relevant consultees
regarding health, and in particular to the comments from the
Health and Safety Executive and Public Health England in relation
to electrical safety issues (see Appendix 2).

4.20

The methodology for the HIA, if prepared, should be agreed with
the relevant statutory consultees and take into account mitigation
measures for acute risks.

Other regulatory regimes
4.21

The Secretary of State recommends that the applicant should
state clearly what regulatory areas are addressed in the ES and
that the applicant should ensure that all relevant authorisations,
licences, permits and consents that are necessary to enable
operations to proceed are described in the ES. Also it should be
clear that any likely significant effects of the proposed

3

Key case law in respect of the application of the FCS test at a site level: Hafod
Quarry Land Tribunal (Mersey Waste (Holdings) Limited v Wrexham County
Borough Council) 2012, and Court of Appeal 2012.
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development which may be regulated by other statutory regimes
have been properly taken into account in the ES.

4.22

It will not necessarily follow that the granting of consent under one
regime will ensure consent under another regime. For those
consents not capable of being included in an application for
consent under the PA 2008, the Secretary of State will require a
level of assurance or comfort from the relevant regulatory
authorities that the proposal is acceptable and likely to be
approved, before they make a recommendation or decision on an
application. The applicant is encouraged to make early contact
with other regulators. Information from the applicant about
progress in obtaining other permits, licences or consents, including
any confirmation that there is no obvious reason why these will
not subsequently be granted, will be helpful in supporting an
application for development consent to the Secretary of State.
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APPENDIX 1
LIST OF BODIES FORMALLY CONSULTED DURING THE
SCOPING EXERCISE
CONSULTEE

ORGANISATION

SCHEDULE 1
The Welsh Ministers
The Health and Safety Executive
The relevant Fire and Rescue
Authority
The relevant Police and Crime
Commissioner
The relevant Community
Council(s)

The Equality and Human Rights

Welsh Government
Health and Safety Executive
Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue
Dyfed Powys Police and Crime
Commissioner
Llanllwni Community Council
Llanfihangel ar Arth Community
Council
Llanfihangel Rhos y Corn Community
Council
Llansawel Community Council
Llanpumsaint Community Council
Llanllawddog Community Council
Bronwydd Community Council
Carmarthen Town Council
Llandyfaelog Community Council
Llangunnor Community Council
Abergwili Community Council
Llanegwad Community Council
Llanfynydd Community Council
Pencarreg Community Council
Newchurch & Merthyr Community
Council
Kidwelly Town Council
Llangyndeyrn Community Council
Llanddarog Community Council
Llanarthne Community Council
Llangathen Community Council
Manordeilo & Salem Community
Council
Llangain Community Council
Llangynog Community Council
Llangeler Community Council
Llansteffan & Llanybri Community
Council
St Ishmael Community Council
Talley Community Council
Cynwyl Elfed Community Council
Cynwyl Gaeo Community Council
Llanybydder Community Council
Llandysul Community Council
Equality and Human Rights

Appendix 1

Commission
Royal Commission On Ancient and
Historic Monuments of Wales
The Natural Resources Body of
Wales
The Civil Aviation Authority
The Relevant Highways Authority
The Passengers Council
The Disabled Persons Transport
Advisory Committee
The Coal Authority
The Office Of Rail Regulation
Approved Operator
The Gas and Electricity Markets
Authority
The Water Services Regulation
Authority
The relevant Waste Regulation
Authority
Public Health England, an
executive agency of the
Department of Health
The relevant Local Resilience
forum
The Crown Estate Commissioners
The relevant local health board
The National Heath Service Trusts

Commission
Royal Commission On Ancient and
Historical Monuments Of Wales
Natural Resources Wales
Civil Aviation Authority
Carmarthenshire Highways Services
Passenger Focus
The Disabled Persons Transport
Advisory Committee
The Coal Authority
The Office Of Rail Regulation
Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
OFGEM
OFWAT
Natural Resources Wales
Public Health England
Dyfed Powys LRF Partnership Team
The Crown Estate
Hywel Dda Health Board
Public Health Wales
Welsh Ambulance Services Trust
Velindre NHS Trust

RELEVANT STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS
Health Bodies (s.16 of the Acquisition of Land Act (ALA) 1981)
The relevant Ambulance Trust

Welsh Ambulance Services Trust

Relevant Statutory Undertakers (s.8 ALA 1981)
Railways

Civil Aviation Authority
Licence Holder (Chapter 1 of Part
1 of Transport Act 2000)
Universal Service Provider
Relevant Environment Agency
The relevant water and sewage
undertakers
The relevant public gas
transporters

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
Highways Agency Historical Railways
Estate
Network Rail
Rail Safety and Standards Board
Civil Aviation Authority
NATS En-Route (NERL) Safeguarding
Royal Mail Group
Natural Resources Wales
Dwr Cymru (Welsh Water)
British Gas Pipelines Limited
Energetics Gas Limited
ES Pipelines Ltd
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The relevant electricity licence
holder with CPO Powers
(electricity distributors)

The relevant electricity licence
holder with CPO Powers
(electricity transmitters)

ESP Connections Ltd
ESP Networks Ltd
ESP Pipelines Ltd
Fulcrum Pipelines Limited
GTC Pipelines Limited
Independent Pipelines Limited
LNG Portable Pipeline Services
Limited
National Grid Gas Plc
National Grid Plc
Quadrant Pipelines Limited
SSE Pipelines Ltd
The Gas Transportation Company
Limited
Utility Grid Installations Limited
Wales and West Utilities Ltd
RWE Npower Plc
Energetics Electricity Limited
ESP Electricity Limited
Independent Power Networks Limited
The Electricity Network Company
Limited
Western Power Distribution (South
Wales) Plc
National Grid Electricity Transmission
Plc
National Grid Plc

LOCAL AUTHORITIES (SECTION 43)
A county council, or county
borough council , in Wales

A National Park authority

Carmarthenshire County Council
Pembrokeshire County Council
Ceredigion County Council
Powys County Council
Neath Port Talbot Borough Council
City and County of Swansea
Brecon Beacons National Park
Authority
Pembrokeshire National Park
Authority

NON-PRESCRIBED CONSULTATION BODIES
Cadw
Welsh Language Commissioner

Cadw
Welsh Language Commissioner
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APPENDIX 2
Respondents to Consultation and Copies
of Replies

Appendix 2

APPENDIX 2A
LIST OF BODIES WHO REPLIED BY THE STATUTORY
DEADLINE
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority
Carmarthenshire County Council
Civil Aviation Authority
The Coal Authority
The Electricity Network Company Limited
Equality and Human Rights Commission
Gas Transportation Company Limited
Health and Safety Executive
Independent Pipelines Limited
Independent Power Networks Limited
Llanllwni Community Council
Llanpumsaint Community Council
Mid & West Wales Fire & Rescue Service
Natural Resources Wales
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority
Pembrokeshire County Council
Public Health England
Quadrant Pipelines Limited
City and County of Swansea
Utility Grid Installations Limited

Appendix 2

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Fry
Environmental Services
EN020016 Scoping Consultaiton Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection
11 August 2014 18:56:14

FAO Jill Warren
Western Power Distribution is seeking scoping opinion in relation to EIA of the revised
Brechfa Electrical Connection Project.
As previously stated the proposal is considered to be at a distance and scale which will have
no detrimental impact on the special qualities of the National Park. As such we have no
comments to make on the nature of the EIA.
I trust the above is clear if you require any further information please do not hesitate to get in
contact
Kind Regards

Helen Fry

Planning Officer (Policy)
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority/Awdurdod Parc Cenedlaethol Bannau Brycheiniog
Plas y Ffynnon
Cambrian Way/Ffordd Cambrian
Brecon/Aberhonddu
LD3 7HP
Telephone/Ffôn - 01874 620429
helen.fry@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Peidiwch argraffu'r neges yma oni bai ei fod yn hollol angenrheidiol - ARBEDWCH YNNI a PHAPUR!/Please do not print this email unless absolutely necessary - SAVE ENERGY and PAPER

Mae ganddom sawl ystafell i’w llogi ar gyfer cyfarfodydd, cynadleddau a
hyfforddiant. Gallwn hefyd gynnig gweddarlledu cyfarfodydd, gwelwch
http://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/the-authority/hire-a-room am fanylion.
We have a range of rooms available to hire for meetings, conferences and
training. We can also offer webcasting of meetings, see http://www.beaconsnpa.gov.uk/the-authority/hire-a-room for details.
Croesewir gohebiaeth yn y Gymraeg a’r Saesneg/Correspondence welcomed in
Welsh and English

Mae’r farn a fynegir gan anfonwr y neges hon yn un bersonol ac, heblaw a fynegir hynny yn hollol eglur, nid yw yn cynrhychioli
barn Awdurdod Parc Cenedlaethol Bannau Brycheiniog. Bwriedir yr ebost yma a’i atodiadau ar gyfer y derbynnydd/derbynyddion
yn unig ac all fod yn gyfrinachol. Os ydych wedi eu derbyn mewn camgymeriad peidiwch a chymeryd unrhyw weithred yn
seiliedig arnynt na’i copïo na’u dangos i unrhyw un arall; rhowch wybod o’r camgymeriad i ni yn it@breconbeacons.org) ac yna
dilëwch bob copi.

Unless explicitly stated the views and opinions expressed by the sender of this message are those of the individual and do not

represent the views and opinions of Brecon Beacons National Park Authority. This email and its attachments are intended for the
above named only and may be confidential. If they have come to you in error you must take no action based on them, nor must
you copy or show them to anyone; please respond to it@breconbeacons.org to notify us of the error and delete all copies

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Smailes Baggy
Environmental Services
FW: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant"s formal request for a Scoping Opinion
17 July 2014 12:33:51

Dear Ms Warren,
The Planning Inspectorate has requested Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) scoping
comment related to the National Grid Mid Wales Connection Project (a proposed
partially overhead transmission line). I trust the following, which mirrors comment
provided during June 2014 in relationship to an earlier (subsequently withdrawn)
Brechfa Electrical Connection scoping request, is useful to a degree.
We understand that the average height of the overhead line and supporting
structure would be 15 meters. As such, no structure associated with the overhead
line and supporting structures would constitute an aviation en-route obstruction. I
have therefore few associated observations other than to highlight that the
planning process will demand that the relevant planning authority will be required
to check any safeguarding maps lodged with the Planning Authority to identify any
aerodrome specific safeguarding issues. As in all cases aerodrome safeguarding
responsibility rests with the relevant aerodrome operator.
Whilst it would not be appropriate to address any military aviation issues, I am
aware that the Ministry of Defence (MoD) has expressed generic concerns
associated with overhead power lines. It is consequently possible that the MoD
would make recommendation related to the lighting of the towers and marking of
the wires. Accordingly, it is important that any environmental study establishes the
MoD viewpoint related to the subject proposal. You should be aware that in
general the CAA would wish to support MoD recommendation concerning
enhancement to wire conspicuity. Finally, As an aside, it should be noted that, the
CAA promulgates known power lines which have a height of 80ft or more, drawing
information from a Defence Geographic Agency database.
I hope these few comments match your requirements. Should you require any
further civil aviation regulatory input, do not hesitate to get in touch.
Mark Smailes
Airspace Regulator
Safety and Airspace Regulation Group
Civil Aviation Authority
CAA House
45-59 Kingsway
London WC2B 6TE
Tel: 0207 453 6545

From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 July 2014 13:58
Subject: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant's formal request for a Scoping Opinion

Dear Sir / Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa
Electrical Connection Project (EN020016) regarding the Applicant’s formal
request for a Scoping Opinion.
Please note, the Secretary of State previously wrote to you (our letter dated

9 June 2014) as a consultation body for the above project, and also on 20
June 2014 to notify you of the withdrawal of their scoping request.
This notification informs you that a new request for a scoping opinion on the
proposed development has been made, reflecting the changes now proposed
to the project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses to this consultation is 11
August 2014, and is a statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards
Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, 3/18 Eagle Wing, Temple Quay House, Temple
Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5895
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: richard.kent@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate (Planning
Inspectorate casework and appeals)
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/infrastructure (Planning Inspectorate's
National Infrastructure Planning portal)
Twitter: @PINSgov
This communication does not constitute legal advice.
Please view our Information Charter before sending information to the
Planning Inspectorate.

200 Lichfield Lane
Berry Hill
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 4RG
Tel:

01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries)

Email: planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk
Web:

www.coal.decc.gov.uk/services/planning

Ms Jill Warren – Senior EIA and Land Rights Advisor
The Planning Inspectorate
[By Email: environmentalservices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Your Ref: EN020016
5 August 2014
Dear Ms Warren
Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended) – Regulation 8
Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc for an Order Granting
Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection
Thank you for your consultation letter of 14 July 2014 seeking the views of The Coal
Authority on the EIA Scoping Opinion for the above revised proposal. The Coal Authority
previously responded to the Planning Inspectorate in a letter dated 17 June 2014 on the
original scoping request for this proposal.
The Coal Authority is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department of
Energy and Climate Change. As a statutory consultee, The Coal Authority has a duty to
respond to planning applications and development plans in order to protect the public and
the environment in mining areas.
The Coal Authority Response:
I have reviewed the proposals and confirm that the proposed EIA development is located
outside of the defined coalfield. Accordingly, The Coal Authority has no comments to
make regarding the information to be contained in the Environmental Statement that will
accompany this proposal.
As this proposal lies outside of the defined coalfield, in accordance with Regulation 3 and
Schedule 1 of the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure)
Regulations 2009 it will not be necessary for any further consultations to be undertaken
1
Protecting the public and the environment in coal mining areas

with The Coal Authority on this Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project. This letter can
be used by the applicant as evidence for the legal and procedural consultation
requirements.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter further.
Yours sincerely

Mark Harrison
Mark E. N. Harrison B.A.(Hons), DipTP, LL.M, MInstLM, MRTPI
Planning Liaison Manager

Disclaimer
The above consultation response is provided by The Coal Authority as a Statutory
Consultee and is based upon the latest available data and records held by The Coal
Authority on the date of the response. The comments made are also based upon only the
information provided to The Coal Authority by the Local Planning Authority and/or has
been published on the Council's website for consultation purposes in relation to this
specific planning application. The views and conclusions contained in this response may
be subject to review and amendment by The Coal Authority if additional or new
data/information (such as a revised Coal Mining Risk Assessment) is provided by the
Local Planning Authority or the applicant for consultation purposes.
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Protecting the public and the environment in coal mining areas

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret.Ketteridge@gtc-uk.co.uk
Environmental Services
EN020016_2599836
16 July 2014 11:18:09

Dear Sirs
With reference to the above, I can confirm that the following have no comments to make at this
moment in time.:Quadrant Pipelines Limited
The Electricity Network Company Limited
Independent Power Networks Limited
Utility Grid Installations Limited
Independent Pipelines Limited
Kind Regards
Maggie
Maggie Ketteridge
Engineering Support Officer
GTC
Energy House
Woolpit Business Park
Woolpit
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk, IP30 9UP
Tel: 01359 245406
Fax: 01359 243377
E-mail: margaret.ketteridge@gtc-uk.co.uk
Web: www.gtc-uk.co.uk

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Correspondence
Environmental Services
EHRC-CU2127 Kent 20140729: Your email dated 14 July 2014
29 July 2014 10:57:07
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Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, 3/18 Eagle Wing,
Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5895
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk
Your Ref: EN20016
Our Ref: EHRC-CU2127

29 July 2014
Dear Richard
Subject: Brechfa Electrical Connection Project (EN020016)
Thank you for your email of 14 July 2014 to the Equality and Human
Rights Commission. This is in regards to the proposed Brechfa
Electrical Connection Project (EN020016) and Applicant’s formal
request for a Scoping Opinion. I am writing to acknowledge receipt.
The Commission understands that it is named as a statutory
consultee for major infrastructure projects. However, it is generally
not the Commission’s practice to respond to consultations of this type
unless the application raises a clear and substantial equality and

human rights concern that we consider we can add value to.
We are currently receiving many requests for our views on major
infrastructure projects and further consideration is being given to how
or whether we are best placed to engage in the process.
Yours sincerely
Sarah Whelan
Corporate Communications Team
Correspondence Unit
Equality and Human Rights Commission
Arndale House
The Arndale Centre
Manchester
M4 3AQ
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/

From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 July 2014 13:58
Subject: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant's formal request for a Scoping Opinion

Dear Sir / Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa
Electrical Connection Project (EN020016) regarding the Applicant’s formal
request for a Scoping Opinion.
Please note, the Secretary of State previously wrote to you (our letter dated
9 June 2014) as a consultation body for the above project, and also on 20
June 2014 to notify you of the withdrawal of their scoping request.
This notification informs you that a new request for a scoping opinion on the
proposed development has been made, reflecting the changes now proposed
to the project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses to this consultation is 11
August 2014, and is a statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards
Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor

Clerc/Clerk: Eirlys A Owen,
Cwmderi,
Abergiar,
Llanllwni,
Llanybydder,
Sir Gâr
SA40 9SQ
01570 481 041
eirlyscwmderi@btinternet.com
August 10 2014
Our Ref: EN020016_2559893
Dear Jill Warren

Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc for an order
Granting Development Consent for Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection
Project.
Llanllwni Community Council would like to thank you for the opportunity to take
part in this consultation. Following a meeting held recently the Councillors decided
anonymously to give their views on this matter the same as in the letter dated
April 10 2014 to Western Power, that all the electricity lines should all be placed
underground.
Placing all the electricity cables underground would ensure that the countryside is
kept the same as it is at present peaceful for wildlife habitat and lovely views for
residents and tourist which would visit the area.
The Councillors greatly appreciate if you would consider their views.
If you require any further assistance then do not hesitate to contact me on behalf of
the Councillors.
Thank you for your co operation

Yours Sincerely
Eirlys Owen (Clerk)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Jones
Environmental Services
Re: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant"s formal request for a Scoping Opinion
08 August 2014 08:41:15

Dear Sir/Madam
Llanpumsaint Community Council wish to repeat that this project can only receive
their approved if the cables are placed underground. The Welsh landscape is a
priceless asset and must be prioritised above profit.
Yours truly,
Philip Jones
Clerk to the Community Council

On Monday, 14 July 2014, 13:58, Environmental Services
<EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk> wrote:

Dear Sir / Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa Electrical Connection
Project (EN020016) regarding the Applicant’s formal request for a Scoping Opinion.
Please note, the Secretary of State previously wrote to you (our letter dated 9 June 2014) as a
consultation body for the above project, and also on 20 June 2014 to notify you of the
withdrawal of their scoping request.
This notification informs you that a new request for a scoping opinion on the proposed
development has been made, reflecting the changes now proposed to the project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses to this consultation is 11 August 2014, and is
a statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards
Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, 3/18 Eagle Wing, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5895
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: richard.kent@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate (Planning Inspectorate casework and
appeals)
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/infrastructure (Planning Inspectorate's National Infrastructure

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sherriff Stephen H.Q.
Environmental Services
Brechfa Forest Electricity Connection. (for the attention of Jill Warren)
16 July 2014 16:38:03
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Dear Jill,
Following our telephone conversation of a few minutes ago I confirm that Mid & West
Wales Fire & Rescue Service has “No Comments to make on this Consultation”
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/wales/brechfa-forest-electricityconnection/?ipcsection=docs
Regards Steve Sherriff

Steve Sherriff BSc Hons
BFS Policies & Procedures Officer
Rheolwr Gorsaf
Department / Business Fire Safety

Adran / Diogelwch Tân
(External / Allanol : 01267 242645
(Internal Extension /Estyniad Mewnol: Ext. 5545
Email / Ebost: s.sherriff@mawwfire.gov.uk
Website / Gwefan: www.mawwfire.gov.uk

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Grybowicz
Environmental Services
Brechfa Forest Electrical Connnection- Applicants request for a Scoping opinion
18 July 2014 13:08:35

18th July, 2014
Our ref            DC/External Consultations
Your ref          EN020016_2599836
For the attention of Jill Warren
Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and The Infrastructure Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended)Regulation 8
Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc for an Order
Granting Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection
Scoping Consultation
I refer to the above request for a scoping opinion in relation to the Brechfa Forest
Electrical Connection Project.
I write to confirm that the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority does not wish
to make any comments on this matter.
Yours sincerely
Liam Jones
Principal Planning Officer/Enforcement Manager
Development Management /Rheoli Datblygu
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority /Awdurdod Parc Cenedlaethol Arfordir Penfro
Llanion Park / Parc Llanion
Pembroke Dock / Doc Penfro
Pembrokeshire / Sir Benfro
SA72 6DY
Tel / Ffon: 0845 345 7275
Fax/Ffacs: 01646 689076
Email / Ebost: dianeg@pembrokeshirecoast.org.uk
Web: www.pembrokeshirecoast.org.uk /www.arfordirpenfro.org.uk
Are you a householder? Interested in what needs planning permission?
Check out http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission/house
Check that you are on the 'Welsh' site- restrictions sometimes apply within National Parks.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Simmons Mike
Environmental Services
EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant"s formal request for a Scoping Opinion
31 July 2014 12:13:43

If you have received this email in error, please notify us by telephone on 01437 764551 and delete it from your
computer immediately. Os ydych chi wedi derbyn yr e-bost hwn trwy gamgymeriad, byddwch cystal â rhoi gwybod
inni trwy ffonio 01437 764551. Wedyn dylech ddileu’r e-bost ar unwaith oddi ar eich cyfrifiadur.

Thank you for your email.
In respect of the applicant’s submission of their formal request for an EIA Scoping Opinion we have no comment to
make.
Regards

M ke Simmons  
Development Manager (Major Projects and Planning Obligations)
Development Management
(        01437 775554 or 776266
(        out of office   - 07920878997
6     01437 776496
mike.simmons@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
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2          Planning Department
            Pembrokeshire County Council
            County Hall
            Haverfordwest
            Pembrokeshire
            SA61 1TP
From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 July 2014 13:58
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant's formal request for a Scoping Opinion

Dear Sir / Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa Electrical Connection Project
(EN020016) regarding the Applicant’s formal request for a Scoping Opinion.
Please note, the Secretary of State previously wrote to you (our letter dated 9 June 2014) as a
consultation body for the above project, and also on 20 June 2014 to notify you of the withdrawal of
their scoping request.
This notification informs you that a new request for a scoping opinion on the proposed development
has been made, reflecting the changes now proposed to the project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses to this consultation is 11 August 2014, and is a
statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards
Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, 3/18 Eagle Wing, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5895
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: richard.kent@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate (Planning Inspectorate casework and appeals)
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/infrastructure (Planning Inspectorate's National Infrastructure
Planning portal)
Twitter: @PINSgov

NSIP Consultations
CRCE
Chilton, Didcot
Oxon OX11 0RQ

The Planning Inspectorate
3/18 Eagle Wing
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol
BS1 6PN
FAO: Jill Warren

T +44 (0)1235 831600

www.gov.uk/phe

Your Ref: EN020016_2599836

Our Ref: 140714 335

7th August 2014

Dear Jill,
Re: Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection Project – Scoping Consultation
Thank you for including Public Health England (PHE) in the scoping consultation
phase of the above application. Our response focuses on health protection issues
relating to chemicals and radiation. Advice offered by PHE is impartial and
independent.
In order to ensure that health is fully and comprehensively considered, the
Environmental Statement (ES) should provide sufficient information to allow the
potential impact of the development on public health to be fully assessed.
PHE, which includes PHE’s Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental
Hazards (Wales), has evaluated the submitted Environmental Impact Assessment
Scoping Report (July 2014) alongside the request for a scoping opinion and can
confirm that the proposed methodology for assessing possible impacts affecting
human health and the mitigation measures suggested so far appear acceptable.
In order to assist the promoter in the production of the Environmental Impact
Assessment report (i.e. subsequent ES) we have included an appendix which
outlines the generic considerations that PHE advises should be addressed by all
promoters when they are preparing ESs for NSIPs. The ES report should include
any cumulative impacts upon the local vicinity that may occur during the lifetime of
the proposed project.

PHE will provide further comments when the ES becomes available. Should the
promoter or their agents wish to discuss our recommendations or to seek any
specific advice prior to the submission of the ES, PHE would of course be pleased to
assist.
Yours sincerely

Antonio Peña-Fernández
Health Protection Scientist
nsipconsultations@phe.gov.uk
Please mark any correspondence for the attention of National Infrastructure Planning
Administration.

Appendix: PHE recommendations regarding the scoping document
General approach
The EIA should give consideration to best practice guidance such as the
Government’s Good Practice Guide for EIA1. It is important that the EIA identifies
and assesses the potential public health impacts of the activities at, and emissions
from, the installation. Assessment should consider the development, operational,
and decommissioning phases.
The EIA Directive2 requires that ESs include a description of the aspects of the
environment likely to be significantly affected by the development, including
“population”. The EIA should provide sufficient information for PHE to fully assess
the potential impact of the development on public health. PHE will only consider
information contained or referenced in a separate section of the ES
summarising the impact of the proposed development on public health:
summarising risk assessments, proposed mitigation measures, and residual impacts.
This section should summarise key information and conclusions relating to human
health impacts contained in other sections of the application (e.g. in the separate
sections dealing with: air quality, emissions to water, waste, contaminated land etc.)
without undue duplication. Compliance with the requirements of National Policy
Statements and relevant guidance and standards should be highlighted.
It is not PHE’s role to undertake these assessments on behalf of promoters as this
would conflict with PHE’s role as an impartial and independent body.
Consideration of alternatives (including alternative sites, choice of process, and the
phasing of construction) is widely regarded as good practice. Ideally, EIA should
start at the stage of site and process selection, so that the environmental merits of
practicable alternatives can be properly considered. Where this is undertaken, the
main alternatives considered should be outlined in the ES3.
The following text covers a range of issues that PHE would expect to be addressed
by the promoter. However this list is not exhaustive and the onus is on the promoter
to ensure that the relevant public health issues are identified and addressed. PHE’s
advice and recommendations carry no statutory weight and constitute non-binding
guidance.
Receptors
The ES should clearly identify the development’s location and the location and
distance from the development of off-site human receptors that may be affected by
emissions from, or activities at, the development. Off-site human receptors may
include people living in residential premises; people working in commercial, and
1

Environmental Impact Assessment: A guide to good practice and procedures - A consultation paper; 2006; Department for
Communities and Local Government. Available from:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/archived/publications/planningandbuilding/environmentalimpactassessment
2
Directive 85/337/EEC (as amended) on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the
environment. Available from: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1985L0337:20090625:EN:PDF
3
DCLG guidance, 1999 http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/155958.pdf

industrial premises and people using transport infrastructure (such as roads and
railways), recreational areas, and publicly-accessible land. Consideration should also
be given to environmental receptors such as the surrounding land, watercourses,
surface and groundwater, and drinking water supplies such as wells, boreholes and
water abstraction points.
Impacts arising from construction and decommissioning
Any assessment of impacts arising from emissions due to construction and
decommissioning should consider potential impacts on all receptors and describe
monitoring and mitigation during these phases. Construction and decommissioning
will be associated with vehicle movements and cumulative impacts should be
accounted for.
We would expect the promoter to follow best practice guidance during all phases
from construction to decommissioning to ensure appropriate measures are in place
to mitigate any potential impact on health from emissions (point source, fugitive and
traffic-related). An effective Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
(and Decommissioning Environmental Management Plan (DEMP)) will help provide
reassurance that activities are well managed. The promoter should ensure that there
are robust mechanisms in place to respond to any complaints of traffic-related
pollution, during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the facility.
Emissions to air and water
Significant impacts are unlikely to arise from installations which employ Best
Available Techniques (BAT) and which meet regulatory requirements concerning
emission limits and design parameters. However, PHE has a number of comments
regarding emissions in order that the EIA provides a comprehensive assessment of
potential impacts.
When considering a baseline (of existing environmental quality) and in the
assessment and future monitoring of impacts these:


should include appropriate screening assessments and detailed dispersion
modelling where this is screened as necessary



should encompass all pollutants which may be emitted by the installation in
combination with all pollutants arising from associated development and
transport, ideally these should be considered in a single holistic assessment



should consider the construction, operational, and decommissioning phases



should consider the typical operational emissions and emissions from start-up,
shut-down, abnormal operation and accidents when assessing potential impacts
and include an assessment of worst-case impacts



should fully account for fugitive emissions



should include appropriate estimates of background levels



should identify cumulative and incremental impacts (i.e. assess cumulative
impacts from multiple sources), including those arising from associated
development, other existing and proposed development in the local area, and
new vehicle movements associated with the proposed development; associated
transport emissions should include consideration of non-road impacts (i.e. rail,
sea, and air)



should include consideration of local authority, Environment Agency, Defra
national network, and any other local site-specific sources of monitoring data



should compare predicted environmental concentrations to the applicable
standard or guideline value for the affected medium (such as UK Air Quality
Standards and Objectives and Environmental Assessment Levels)
 If no standard or guideline value exists, the predicted exposure to humans
should be estimated and compared to an appropriate health-based value
(a Tolerable Daily Intake or equivalent). Further guidance is provided in
Annex 1
 This should consider all applicable routes of exposure e.g. include
consideration of aspects such as the deposition of chemicals emitted to air
and their uptake via ingestion



should identify and consider impacts on residential areas and sensitive receptors
(such as schools, nursing homes and healthcare facilities) in the area(s) which
may be affected by emissions, this should include consideration of any new
receptors arising from future development

Whilst screening of impacts using qualitative methodologies is common practice (e.g.
for impacts arising from fugitive emissions such as dust), where it is possible to
undertake a quantitative assessment of impacts then this should be undertaken.
PHE’s view is that the EIA should appraise and describe the measures that will be
used to control both point source and fugitive emissions and demonstrate that
standards, guideline values or health-based values will not be exceeded due to
emissions from the installation, as described above. This should include
consideration of any emitted pollutants for which there are no set emission limits.
When assessing the potential impact of a proposed installation on environmental
quality, predicted environmental concentrations should be compared to the permitted
concentrations in the affected media; this should include both standards for short
and long-term exposure.
Additional points specific to emissions to air
When considering a baseline (of existing air quality) and in the assessment and
future monitoring of impacts these:



should include consideration of impacts on existing areas of poor air quality e.g.
existing or proposed local authority Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs)



should include modelling using appropriate meteorological data (i.e. come from
the nearest suitable meteorological station and include a range of years and
worst case conditions)



should include modelling taking into account local topography

Additional points specific to emissions to water
When considering a baseline (of existing water quality) and in the assessment and
future monitoring of impacts these:


should include assessment of potential impacts on human health and not focus
solely on ecological impacts



should identify and consider all routes by which emissions may lead to population
exposure (e.g. surface watercourses; recreational waters; sewers; geological
routes etc.)



should assess the potential off-site effects of emissions to groundwater (e.g. on
aquifers used for drinking water) and surface water (used for drinking water
abstraction) in terms of the potential for population exposure



should include consideration of potential impacts on recreational users (e.g. from
fishing, canoeing etc) alongside assessment of potential exposure via drinking
water

Land quality
We would expect the promoter to provide details of any hazardous contamination
present on site (including ground gas) as part of the site condition report.
Emissions to and from the ground should be considered in terms of the previous
history of the site and the potential of the site, once operational, to give rise to
issues. Public health impacts associated with ground contamination and/or the
migration of material off-site should be assessed4 and the potential impact on nearby
receptors and control and mitigation measures should be outlined.
Relevant areas outlined in the Government’s Good Practice Guide for EIA include:


4

effects associated with ground contamination that may already exist

Following the approach outlined in the section above dealing with emissions to air and water i.e. comparing predicted
environmental concentrations to the applicable standard or guideline value for the affected medium (such as Soil Guideline
Values)



effects associated with the potential for polluting substances that are used (during
construction / operation) to cause new ground contamination issues on a site, for
example introducing / changing the source of contamination



impacts associated with re-use of soils and waste soils, for example, re-use of
site-sourced materials on-site or offsite, disposal of site-sourced materials offsite,
importation of materials to the site, etc.

Waste
The EIA should demonstrate compliance with the waste hierarchy (e.g. with respect
to re-use, recycling or recovery and disposal).
For wastes arising from the installation the EIA should consider:


the implications and wider environmental and public health impacts of different
waste disposal options



disposal route(s) and transport method(s) and how potential impacts on public
health will be mitigated

Other aspects
Within the EIA PHE would expect to see information about how the promoter would
respond to accidents with potential off-site emissions e.g. flooding or fires, spills,
leaks or releases off-site. Assessment of accidents should: identify all potential
hazards in relation to construction, operation and decommissioning; include an
assessment of the risks posed; and identify risk management measures and
contingency actions that will be employed in the event of an accident in order to
mitigate off-site effects.
The EIA should include consideration of the COMAH Regulations (Control of Major
Accident Hazards) and the Major Accident Off-Site Emergency Plan (Management of
Waste from Extractive Industries) (England and Wales) Regulations 2009: both in
terms of their applicability to the installation itself, and the installation’s potential to
impact on, or be impacted by, any nearby installations themselves subject to the
these Regulations.
There is evidence that, in some cases, perception of risk may have a greater impact
on health than the hazard itself. A 2009 report5, jointly published by Liverpool John
Moores University and PHE, examined health risk perception and environmental
problems using a number of case studies. As a point to consider, the report
suggested: “Estimation of community anxiety and stress should be included as part
of every risk or impact assessment of proposed plans that involve a potential
environmental hazard. This is true even when the physical health risks may be
negligible.” PHE supports the inclusion of this information within EIAs as good
practice.

5

Available from: http://www.cph.org.uk/showPublication.aspx?pubid=538

Electric and magnetic fields (EMF)
There is a potential health impact associated with the electric and magnetic fields
around substations and the connecting cables or lines. The following information
provides a framework for considering the potential health impact.
In March 2004, the National Radiological Protection Board, NRPB (now part of PHE),
published advice on limiting public exposure to electromagnetic fields. The advice
was based on an extensive review of the science and a public consultation on its
website, and recommended the adoption in the UK of the EMF exposure guidelines
published by the International Commission on Non-ionizing Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP):http://www.hpa.org.uk/Publications/Radiation/NPRBArchive/DocumentsOfTheNRPB/
Absd1502/
The ICNIRP guidelines are based on the avoidance of known adverse effects of
exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) at frequencies up to 300 GHz (gigahertz),
which includes static magnetic fields and 50 Hz electric and magnetic fields
associated with electricity transmission.
PHE notes the current Government policy is that the ICNIRP guidelines are
implemented in line with the terms of the EU Council Recommendation on limiting
exposure of the general public (1999/519/EC):
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publichealth/Healthprotection/DH 4089500
For static magnetic fields, the latest ICNIRP guidelines (2009) recommend that acute
exposure of the general public should not exceed 400 mT (millitesla), for any part of
the body, although the previously recommended value of 40 mT is the value used in
the Council Recommendation. However, because of potential indirect adverse
effects, ICNIRP recognises that practical policies need to be implemented to prevent
inadvertent harmful exposure of people with implanted electronic medical devices
and implants containing ferromagnetic materials, and injuries due to flying
ferromagnetic objects, and these considerations can lead to much lower restrictions,
such as 0.5 mT as advised by the International Electrotechnical Commission.
At 50 Hz, the known direct effects include those of induced currents in the body on
the central nervous system (CNS) and indirect effects include the risk of painful
spark discharge on contact with metal objects exposed to the field. The ICNIRP
guidelines give reference levels for public exposure to 50 Hz electric and magnetic
fields, and these are respectively 5 kV m−1 (kilovolts per metre) and 100 μT
(microtesla). If people are not exposed to field strengths above these levels, direct
effects on the CNS should be avoided and indirect effects such as the risk of painful
spark discharge will be small. The reference levels are not in themselves limits but
provide guidance for assessing compliance with the basic restrictions and reducing
the risk of indirect effects. Further clarification on advice on exposure guidelines for
50 Hz electric and magnetic fields is provided in the following note on PHE website:

http://www.hpa.org.uk/webw/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb C/11957338050
36
The Department of Energy and Climate Change has also published voluntary codes
of practices which set out key principles for complying with the ICNIRP guidelines for
the industry.
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment data/file/37447/
1256-code-practice-emf-public-exp-guidelines.pdf
There is concern about the possible effects of long-term exposure to electromagnetic
fields, including possible carcinogenic effects at levels much lower than those given
in the ICNIRP guidelines. In the NRPB advice issued in 2004, it was concluded that
the studies that suggest health effects, including those concerning childhood
leukaemia, could not be used to derive quantitative guidance on restricting exposure.
However, the results of these studies represented uncertainty in the underlying
evidence base, and taken together with people’s concerns, provided a basis for
providing an additional recommendation for Government to consider the need for
further precautionary measures, particularly with respect to the exposure of children
to power frequency magnetic fields.
The Stakeholder Advisory Group on ELF EMFs (SAGE) was then set up to take this
recommendation forward, explore the implications for a precautionary approach to
extremely low frequency electric and magnetic fields (ELF EMFs), and to make
practical recommendations to Government. In the First Interim Assessment of the
Group, consideration was given to mitigation options such as the 'corridor option'
near power lines, and optimal phasing to reduce electric and magnetic fields. A
Second Interim Assessment addresses electricity distribution systems up to 66 kV.
The SAGE reports can be found at the following link:
http://sagedialogue.org.uk/ (go to “Document Index” and Scroll to SAGE/Formal
reports with recommendations)
The Health Protection Agency has given advice to Health Ministers on the First
Interim Assessment of SAGE regarding precautionary approaches to ELF EMFs and
specifically regarding power lines and property, wiring and electrical equipment in
homes:
http://www.hpa.org.uk/webw/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb C/12042766825
32?p=1207897920036
The evidence to date suggests that in general there are no adverse effects on the
health of the population of the UK caused by exposure to ELF EMFs below the
guideline levels. The scientific evidence, as reviewed by PHE, supports the view that
precautionary measures should address solely the possible association with
childhood leukaemia and not other more speculative health effects. The measures
should be proportionate in that overall benefits outweigh the fiscal and social costs,
have a convincing evidence base to show that they will be successful in reducing
exposure, and be effective in providing reassurance to the public.

The Government response to the SAGE report is given in the written Ministerial
Statement by Gillian Merron, then Minister of State, Department of Health, published
on 16th October 2009:

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200809/cmhansrd/cm091016/wmstext/9
1016m0001.htm
http://www.who.int/peh-emf/project/mapnatreps/UK PHE report 2013 v2.pdf
PHE and Government responses to the Second Interim Assessment of SAGE are
available at the following links:
http://www.hpa.org.uk/Publications/Radiation/HPAResponseStatementsOnRadiation
Topics/rpdadvice sage2
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAn
dGuidance/DH 130703
The above information provides a framework for considering the health impact
associated with the proposed development, including the direct and indirect effects
of the electric and magnetic fields as indicated above.
Liaison with other stakeholders, comments should be sought from:


the local authority for matters relating to noise, odour, vermin and dust nuisance



the local authority regarding any site investigation and subsequent construction
(and remediation) proposals to ensure that the site could not be determined as
‘contaminated land’ under Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act



the local authority regarding any impacts on existing or proposed Air Quality
Management Areas



the Food Standards Agency Wales for matters relating to the impact on human
health of pollutants deposited on land used for growing food/ crops



the Natural Resources Wales for matters relating to flood risk and releases with
the potential to impact on surface and groundwaters



the Natural Resources Wales for matters relating to waste characterisation and
acceptance



The Local Authority Directors of Public Health for matters relating to wider public
health.

Environmental Permitting
Amongst other permits and consents, the development will require an environmental
permit from the Environment Agency to operate (under the Environmental Permitting
(England and Wales) Regulations 2010). Therefore the installation will need to
comply with the requirements of best available techniques (BAT). PHE is a consultee
for bespoke environmental permit applications and will respond separately to any
such consultation.

Annex 1

Human health risk assessment (chemical pollutants)
The points below are cross-cutting and should be considered when undertaking a
human health risk assessment:
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The promoter should consider including Chemical Abstract Service (CAS)
numbers alongside chemical names, where referenced in the ES



Where available, the most recent United Kingdom standards for the
appropriate media (e.g. air, water, and/or soil) and health-based guideline
values should be used when quantifying the risk to human health from
chemical pollutants. Where UK standards or guideline values are not
available, those recommended by the European Union or World Health
Organisation can be used



When assessing the human health risk of a chemical emitted from a facility or
operation, the background exposure to the chemical from other sources
should be taken into account



When quantitatively assessing the health risk of genotoxic and carcinogenic
chemical pollutants PHE does not favour the use of mathematical models to
extrapolate from high dose levels used in animal carcinogenicity studies to
well below the observed region of a dose-response relationship. When only
animal data are available, we recommend that the ‘Margin of Exposure’
(MOE) approach6 is used

Benford D et al. 2010. Application of the margin of exposure approach to substances in food that are genotoxic and
carcinogenic. Food Chem Toxicol 48 Suppl 1: S2-24

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Owen, David
Environmental Services
FW: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant"s formal request for a Scoping Opinion
28 July 2014 11:39:49

Dear Sir / Madam
I refer to your Scoping consultation dated 14 July 2014 for the above project.
It is my understanding that Western Power’s Distribution’s (WPD) proposed connection
between the proposed Brechfa Forest wind farms and the Swansea North Substation
will involve the construction of a new 132kV overhead line between Brechfa Forest to
Llandyfaelog (which is 10km south of Carmarthen). From there it is proposed to
connect to the existing overhead line network connecting to Swansea North Substation.
The new overhead line is within the administrative boundaries of Carmarthenshire
County Council, whilst the work within the City and County of Swansea appears to be
restricted to limited work within the Substation site itself. Therefore as the project does
not significantly affect the administrative area of the City and County of Swansea, I
would no offer no observations on the proposal.
Regards
David Owen
Principal Planning Officer
From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 July 2014 13:58
Subject: EN020016 Brechfa Electrical Connection - Applicant's formal request for a Scoping Opinion

Dear Sir / Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa
Electrical Connection Project (EN020016) regarding the Applicant’s formal
request for a Scoping Opinion.
Please note, the Secretary of State previously wrote to you (our letter dated
9 June 2014) as a consultation body for the above project, and also on 20
June 2014 to notify you of the withdrawal of their scoping request.
This notification informs you that a new request for a scoping opinion on the
proposed development has been made, reflecting the changes now proposed
to the project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses to this consultation is 11
August 2014, and is a statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Regards
Richard Kent
EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, 3/18 Eagle Wing, Temple Quay House, Temple
Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN

APPENDIX 2B
The Applicant initially notified the Secretary of State of their request for a
Scoping Opinion on 30 May 2014. The Secretary of State duly notified the
consultation bodies.
The Applicant formally notified the Secretary of State (in a letter dated 20
June 2014) that they wished to withdraw their scoping request. This was
accepted by the Secretary of State. Therefore consultees were notified by
the Secretary of State in a letter dated 24 June 2014 that they longer
needed to respond to the consultation.
The Applicant then submitted a revised request for a Scoping Opinion on
11 July 2014. The Secretary of State re-notified the consultees inviting
comments on the scoping request by 11 August 2014. It is this request on
which the Secretary of State’s Scoping Opinion is based.
The following bodies responded only to the withdrawn Scoping Opinion
request, and did not respond to the consultation letter for the revised
scoping request which invited comments by 11 August 2014.
Energetics
National Grid
NATS Safeguarding
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
Network Rail
The initial comments are provided here for information to the Applicant.

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA

Land and Development
Laura Kelly
Town Planner
Network Engineering
Laura.kelly@nationalgrid.com
Direct tel: +44 (0)1926 654686
www.nationalgrid.com
SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL TO:
environmentalservices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk

20 August 2014
Your Ref:
140609_EN020016_2527348

Dear Sir/Madam,

Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended) – Regulations 8 and 9
Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc for an Order Granting
Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Electrical Connection
This is a joint response by National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (NGET) and National Grid Gas plc
(NGG)
th

I refer to your letter dated 9 June 2014 regarding the above proposed application. Having
reviewed the scoping report, I would like to make the following comments:
National Grid Infrastructure within or in close proximity to the Proposed Order Limits
National Grid Electricity Transmission
National Grid Electricity Transmission has two high voltage electricity overhead transmission lines
which lie within or in close proximity to the proposed order limits. These lines form an essential part
of the electricity transmission network in England and Wales and include the following:



4YW 400kV Overhead Transmission Line – Pembroke- Swansea
4YV 400kV Overhead Transmission Line –Pembroke- Walham

The following points should be taken into consideration:


National Grid’s Overhead Line/s is protected by a Deed of Easement/Wayleave Agreement
which provides full right of access to retain, maintain, repair and inspect our asset

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA



Statutory electrical safety clearances must be maintained at all times. Any proposed
buildings must not be closer than 5.3m to the lowest conductor. National Grid recommends
that no permanent structures are built directly beneath overhead lines. These distances are
set out in EN 43 – 8 Technical Specification for “overhead line clearances Issue 3 (2004)
available at:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/devnearohl final/appendixIII/ap
pIII-part2



If any changes in ground levels are proposed either beneath or in close proximity to our
existing overhead lines then this would serve to reduce the safety clearances for such
overhead lines. Safe clearances for existing overhead lines must be maintained in all
circumstances.



Further guidance on development near electricity transmission overhead lines is available
here: http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/1E990EE5-D068-4DD6-8C9A4D0B06A1BA79/31436/Developmentnearoverheadlines1.pdf



The relevant guidance in relation to working safely near to existing overhead lines is
contained within the Health and Safety Executive’s (www.hse.gov.uk) Guidance Note GS
6 “Avoidance of Danger from Overhead Electric Lines” and all relevant site staff should
make sure that they are both aware of and understand this guidance.



Plant, machinery, equipment, buildings or scaffolding should not encroach within 5.3
metres of any of our high voltage conductors when those conductors are under their worse
conditions of maximum “sag” and “swing” and overhead line profile (maximum “sag” and
“swing”) drawings should be obtained using the contact details above.



If a landscaping scheme is proposed as part of the proposal, we request that only slow and
low growing species of trees and shrubs are planted beneath and adjacent to the existing
overhead line to reduce the risk of growth to a height which compromises statutory safety
clearances.



Drilling or excavation works should not be undertaken if they have the potential to disturb
or adversely affect the foundations or “pillars of support” of any existing tower. These
foundations always extend beyond the base area of the existing tower and foundation
(“pillar of support”) drawings can be obtained using the contact details above



Due to the scale, bulk and cost of the transmission equipment required to operate at 275kV
or 400kV we only support proposals for the relocation of existing high voltage overhead
lines where such proposals directly facilitate a major development or infrastructure project
of national importance which has been identified as such by government.

To view the Development Near Lines Documents. Please use the link below:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/SC/devnearohl final/
To view the National Grid Policy's for our Sense of Place Document. Please use the link below:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA

National Grid Gas Transmission
National Grid has a high pressure gas transmission pipeline located within or in close proximity to
the proposed order limits. The high pressure gas pipeline located within this area is:


FM28 – Herbrandston to Felindre

Specific Comments – Gas Infrastructure
The following points should be taken into consideration:


National Grid has a Deed of Grant of Easement for each pipeline, which prevents the
erection of permanent / temporary buildings, or structures, change to existing ground
levels, storage of materials etc.

Pipeline Crossings:


Where existing roads cannot be used, construction traffic should ONLY cross the pipeline
at previously agreed locations.



The pipeline shall be protected, at the crossing points, by temporary rafts constructed at
ground level. The third party shall review ground conditions, vehicle types and crossing
frequencies to determine the type and construction of the raft required.



The type of raft shall be agreed with National Grid prior to installation.



No protective measures including the installation of concrete slab protection shall be
installed over or near to the National Grid pipeline without the prior permission of National
Grid.



National Grid will need to agree the material, the dimensions and method of installation of
the proposed protective measure.



The method of installation shall be confirmed through the submission of a formal written
method statement from the contractor to National Grid.



Please be aware that written permission is required before any works commence within the
National Grid easement strip.



A National Grid representative shall monitor any works within close proximity to the
pipeline to comply with National Grid specification T/SP/SSW22.



A Deed of Consent is required for any crossing of the easement

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA

Cables Crossing:


Cables may cross the pipeline at perpendicular angle to the pipeline i.e. 90 degrees.



A National Grid representative shall supervise any cable crossing of a pipeline.



Clearance must be at least 600mm above or below the pipeline.



Impact protection slab should be laid between the cable and pipeline if cable crossing is
above the pipeline.



A Deed of Consent is required for any cable crossing the easement.



Where a new service is to cross over the pipeline a clearance distance of 0.6 metres
between the crown of the pipeline and underside of the service should be maintained. If
this cannot be achieved the service shall cross below the pipeline with a clearance
distance of 0.6 metres.

General Notes on Pipeline Safety:


You should be aware of the Health and Safety Executives guidance document HS(G) 47
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services", and National Grid’s specification for Safe
Working in the Vicinity of National Grid High Pressure gas pipelines and associated
installations - requirements for third parties T/SP/SSW22.



National Grid will also need to ensure that our pipelines access is maintained during and
after construction.
Our pipelines are normally buried to a depth cover of 1.1 metres however; actual depth and
position must be confirmed on site by trial hole investigation under the supervision of a
National Grid representative. Ground cover above our pipelines should not be reduced or
increased.





If any excavations are planned within 3 metres of National Grid High Pressure Pipeline or,
within 10 metres of an AGI (Above Ground Installation), or if any embankment or dredging
works are proposed then the actual position and depth of the pipeline must be established
on site in the presence of a National Grid representative. A safe working method agreed
prior to any work taking place in order to minimise the risk of damage and ensure the final
depth of cover does not affect the integrity of the pipeline.



Excavation works may take place unsupervised no closer than 3 metres from the pipeline
once the actual depth and position has been has been confirmed on site under the
supervision of a National Grid representative. Similarly, excavation with hand held power
tools is not permitted within 1.5 metres from our apparatus and the work is undertaken with
NG supervision and guidance.

To view the SSW22 Document, please use the link below:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/GasElectricNW/safeworking.htm
To view the National Grid Policy's for our Sense of Place Document. Please use the link below:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/
National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA

To download a copy of the HSE Guidance HS(G)47, please use the following link:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg47.htm
Further information in relation to National Grid’s gas transmission pipelines can be accessed via
the following internet link:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/gastransmission/gaspipes/

Further Advice
We would request that the potential impact of the proposed scheme on National Grid’s
existing assets as set out above is considered in any subsequent reports, including in the
Environmental Statement, and as part of any subsequent application.
Where the promoter intends to acquire land, extinguish rights, or interfere with any of
National Grid apparatus protective provisions will be required in a form acceptable to it to
be included within the DCO.
Where any diversion of apparatus may be required to facilitate a scheme, National Grid is
unable to give any certainty with the regard to diversions until such time as adequate
conceptual design studies have been undertaken by National Grid. Further information
relating to this can be obtained by contacting the email address below.
National Grid requests to be consulted at the earliest stages to ensure that the most
appropriate protective provisions are included within the DCO application to safeguard the
integrity of our apparatus and to remove the requirement for objection. All consultations
should be sent to the following: DCOConsultations@nationalgrid.com as well as by post to
the following address:
The Company Secretary
1-3 The Strand
London
WC2N 5EH
In order to respond at the earliest opportunity National Grid will require the following:
 Draft DCO including the Book of Reference and relevant Land Plans
 Shape Files or CAD Files for the order limits
I hope the above information is useful. If you require any further information please do not hesitate
to contact me.
The information in this letter is provided not withstanding any discussions taking place in relation to
connections with electricity or gas customer services.

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

National Grid house
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6DA

Yours sincerely

Laura Kelly
Town Planner, Land and Development
(Submitted Electronically)

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977

National Grid is a trading name for:
National Grid Gas plc
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH
Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ROSSI, Sacha
Environmental Services
NATS Safeguarding
RE: EN020016 – Brechfa Forest Connection Project – EIA Scoping Notification and Consultation
18 June 2014 14:30:24

Dear Sir/Madam,
NATS anticipates no impact from the development and has no comments to make.
Regards
S. Rossi
NATS Safeguarding Office
Mr Sacha Rossi
ATC Systems Safeguarding Engineer
': 01489 444 205
*: sacha.rossi@nats.co.uk
NATS Safeguarding
4000 Parkway,
Whiteley, PO15 7FL
http://www.nats.co.uk/windfarms

From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 09 June 2014 15:53
To: Undisclosed recipients
Subject: EN020016 – Brechfa Forest Connection Project – EIA Scoping Notification and Consultation

Dear Sir/Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa
Forest Connection Project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses is 07 July 2014, and is a
statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
Kind regards,
Jill Warren
Senior EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans, The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay
House, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5643
Twitter: @PINSgov
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email:jill.warren@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate (Planning
Inspectorate casework and appeals)
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/infrastructure (Planning Inspectorate's
National Infrastructure Planning portal)

If you are not the intended recipient, please notify our Help Desk at Email
Information.Solutions@nats.co.uk immediately. You should not copy or use this email or
attachment(s) for any purpose nor disclose their contents to any other person.
NATS computer systems may be monitored and communications carried on them recorded, to
secure the effective operation of the system.
Please note that neither NATS nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses or any

losses caused as a result of viruses and it is your responsibility to scan or otherwise check this
email and any attachments.
NATS means NATS (En Route) plc (company number: 4129273), NATS (Services) Ltd
(company number 4129270), NATSNAV Ltd (company number: 4164590) or NATS Ltd
(company number 3155567) or NATS Holdings Ltd (company number 4138218). All companies
are registered in England and their registered office is at 4000 Parkway, Whiteley, Fareham,
Hampshire, PO15 7FL.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Davies
Environmental Services
RE: EN020016 - Brechfa Forest Connection Project - EIA Scoping Notification and Consultation
09 June 2014 22:19:30

Dear Sir/Madam,
Due to the location and scale of the development proposed the Authority has previously
clarified in writing that we do not wish to comment on the proposals, and would not wish
to be consulted on further consultations for this development.
Yours Faithfully
Chris Davies
Team Leader
Development Management.

From: Environmental Services [mailto:EnvironmentalServices@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 09 June 2014 15:53
Subject: EN020016 – Brechfa Forest Connection Project – EIA Scoping Notification and Consultation

Dear Sir/Madam
Please see attached correspondence in relation to the proposed Brechfa
Forest Connection Project.
Please note the deadline for consultation responses is 07 July 2014, and is a
statutory requirement that cannot be extended.
Kind regards,
Jill Warren
Senior EIA and Land Rights Advisor
Major Applications and Plans, The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay
House, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5643
Twitter: @PINSgov
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email:jill.warren@infrastructure.gsi.gov.uk
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate (Planning Inspectorate
casework and appeals)
Web: www.planningportal.gov.uk/infrastructure (Planning Inspectorate's
National Infrastructure Planning portal)
This communication does not constitute legal advice.
Please view our Information Charter before sending information to the Planning
Inspectorate.

From: Hodgson Helen [mailto:Helen.Hodgson@networkrail.co.uk]
Sent: 07 July 2014 15:55
To: Environmental Services
Subject: Western Power Distribution (South Wales) Development Consent Order - Brechfa Forest
Electrical Connection - Scoping Consultation (Your Ref. 140609_EN020016_25273348)
Dear Mrs Warren,
th

I refer to your letter dated 9 June 2014 in respect of the Scoping Consultation being undertaken on
Western Power Distribution’s application for a Development Consent Order in relation to the Brechfa
Forest Electrical Connection. The following outlines Network Rail’s comments:
Network Rail is the statutory undertaker responsible for maintaining and operating the country’s
railway infrastructure and associated estate. It owns, operates, maintains and develops the main rail
network. Network Rail aims to protect and enhance the railway infrastructure and therefore any
proposed development which is in close vicinity to the railway line, or could potentially affect Network
Rail’s specific land interests, will be carefully considered.
Network Rail must be satisfied that the physical railway infrastructure is protected and that the
development will not have an adverse affect upon the safety of the railway line. This may be through
increased usage of a level crossing or rail bridge by construction traffic associated with the proposed
development or disruption to rail services during installation or maintenance of the overhead lines
across the railway line. This must be examined and addressed within Western Power Distribution’s
Traffic and Transportation Chapter of the Environmental Statement.
Any proposals that include the installation of cables under or over the railway, any methods of
electricity transmissions across Network Rail’s land, or any access rights, temporary or otherwise will
require the necessary property agreements to be entered into with our Easements and Wayleaves
Team who can be contacted on easements&wayleaves@networkrail.co.uk . Please note that Network
Rail will seek protection from the exercise of compulsory purchase powers over operational land
whether for permanent or temporary purposes.
Network Rail would have strong concerns if, during the construction or operation of the electricity
connection, abnormal loads would use routes that include Network Rail assets (e.g. level crossings,
bridges etc) and would advise that contact is made with our Asset Protection Engineers to confirm if
any proposed route is viable. A strategy must also be agreed to protect our assets from potential
damage caused by abnormal loads in association with the implementation of the Brechfa Forest
Electricity Connection. I would also advise that where damage, injury or delay to the rail network is
caused by abnormal load (related to the development), Western Power Distribution or relevant
contractors would incur full liability.
Notwithstanding the above, in order to mitigate the risks outlined above, Western Power Distribution
must contact Network Rail’s Asset Protection Team (assetprotectionwales@networkrail.co.uk) well in
advance of commencing any works.
Although this consultation considers the scope of the Environmental Statement, we would also take
this opportunity to highlight that Network Rail will expect to see its standard Protective Provisions in a
schedule to the Development Consent Order, which is well precedented in both TWAOs and DCOs.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require any further information in relation to the above.
I would be grateful if you could confirm receipt of this email.
Kind regards
Helen Hodgson
07/07/2014

Helen Hodgson MRTPI
Town Planner (Wales), Property
th
5 Floor, 5 Callaghan Square
Cardiff, CF10 5BT
M +44 (0) 7850 406959
E helen.hodgson@networkrail.co.uk
www.networkrail.co.uk/property

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Ferguson
Environmental Services
EN020016-2559893
25 June 2014 11:29:23

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for submitting your recent plant enquiry.
Based on the information provided, I can confirm that Energetics does not have any plant within
the area(s) specified in your request.
Please be advised that it may take around 10 working days to process enquiries. In the unlikely
event that you have been waiting longer than 10 working days, or require further assistance with
outstanding enquiries, please call 01698 404945.
Please ensure all plant enquiries are sent to plantenquiries@energetics-uk.com
Regards

Claire Ferguson
Technical Clerical Team
Energetics Design & Build
International House
Stanley Boulevard
Hamilton International Technology Park
Glasgow
G72 0BN
t: 01698 404979
f: 01698 404940
e: claire.ferguson@energetics-uk.com
w: www.energetics-uk.com

APPENDIX 3
Presentation of the Environmental
Statement

APPENDIX 3
PRESENTATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and
Procedure) Regulations 2009 (SI 2264) (as amended) sets out the
information which must be provided for an application for a development
consent order (DCO) for nationally significant infrastructure under the
Planning Act 2008. Where required, this includes an environmental
statement. Applicants may also provide any other documents considered
necessary to support the application. Information which is not
environmental information need not be replicated or included in the ES.
An environmental statement (ES) is described under the Infrastructure
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (SI 2263)
(as amended) (the EIA Regulations) as a statement:

a)

‘that includes such of the information referred to in Part 1 of
Schedule 4 as is reasonably required to assess the environmental
effects of the development and of any associated development and
which the applicant can, having regard in particular to current
knowledge and methods of assessment, reasonably be required to
compile; but

b)

that includes at least the information required in Part 2 of
Schedule 4’.
(EIA Regulations Regulation 2)

The purpose of an ES is to ensure that the environmental effects of a
proposed development are fully considered, together with the economic or
social benefits of the development, before the development consent
application under the Planning Act 2008 is determined. The ES should be
an aid to decision making.
The Secretary of State advises that the ES should be laid out clearly with
a minimum amount of technical terms and should provide a clear
objective and realistic description of the likely significant impacts of the
proposed development. The information should be presented so as to be
comprehensible to the specialist and non-specialist alike. The Secretary of
State recommends that the ES be concise with technical information
placed in appendices.

ES Indicative Contents
The Secretary of State emphasises that the ES should be a ‘stand alone’
document in line with best practice and case law. The EIA Regulations
Schedule 4, Parts 1 and 2, set out the information for inclusion in
environmental statements.
Schedule 4 Part 1 of the EIA Regulations states this information includes:
‘17.

Description of the development, including in particular—
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(a)
(b)
(c)

a description of the physical characteristics of the
whole development and the land-use requirements
during the construction and operational phases;
a description of the main characteristics of the
production processes, for instance, nature and quantity
of the materials used;
an estimate, by type and quantity, of expected
residues and emissions (water, air and soil pollution,
noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, etc) resulting
from the operation of the proposed development.

18.

An outline of the main alternatives studied by the applicant
and an indication of the main reasons for the applicant’s
choice, taking into account the environmental effects.

19.

A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be
significantly affected by the development, including, in
particular, population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic
factors, material assets, including the architectural and
archaeological heritage, landscape and the interrelationship
between the above factors.

20.

A description of the likely significant effects of the
development on the environment, which should cover the
direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short,
medium and long-term, permanent and temporary, positive
and negative effects of the development, resulting from:
(a)
the existence of the development;
(b)
the use of natural resources;
(c)
the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances
and the elimination of waste,
and the description by the applicant of the forecasting
methods used to assess the effects on the environment.

21.

A description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce
and where possible offset any significant adverse effects on
the environment.

22.

A non-technical summary of the information provided under
paragraphs 1 to 5 of this Part.

23.

An indication of any difficulties (technical deficiencies or lack
of know-how) encountered by the applicant in compiling the
required information’.
EIA Regulations Schedule 4 Part 1

The content of the ES must include as a minimum those matters set out in
Schedule 4 Part 2 of the EIA Regulations. This includes the consideration
of ‘the main alternatives studied by the applicant’ which the Secretary of
State recommends could be addressed as a separate chapter in the ES.
Part 2 is included below for reference:
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Schedule 4 Part 2


A description of the development comprising information on the
site, design and size of the development



A description of the measures envisaged in order to avoid, reduce
and, if possible, remedy significant adverse effects



The data required to identify and assess the main effects which the
development is likely to have on the environment



An outline of the main alternatives studies by the applicant and an
indication of the main reasons for the applicant’s choice, taking into
account the environmental effects, and



A non-technical summary of the information provided [under the
four paragraphs above].

Traffic and transport is not specified as a topic for assessment under
Schedule 4; although in line with good practice the Secretary of State
considers it is an important consideration per se, as well as being the
source of further impacts in terms of air quality and noise and vibration.

Balance
The Secretary of State recommends that the ES should be balanced, with
matters which give rise to a greater number or more significant impacts
being given greater prominence. Where few or no impacts are identified,
the technical section may be much shorter, with greater use of
information in appendices as appropriate.
The Secretary of State considers that the ES should not be a series of
disparate reports and stresses the importance of considering interrelationships between factors and cumulative impacts.

Scheme Proposals
The scheme parameters will need to be clearly defined in the draft DCO
and therefore in the accompanying ES which should support the
application as described. The Secretary of State is not able to entertain
material changes to a project once an application is submitted. The
Secretary of State draws the attention of the applicant to the DCLG and
the Planning Inspectorate’s published advice on the preparation of a draft
DCO and accompanying application documents.

Flexibility
The Secretary of State acknowledges that the EIA process is iterative, and
therefore the proposals may change and evolve. For example, there may
be changes to the scheme design in response to consultation. Such
changes should be addressed in the ES. However, at the time of the
application for a DCO, any proposed scheme parameters should not be so
wide ranging as to represent effectively different schemes.
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It is a matter for the applicant, in preparing an ES, to consider whether it
is possible to assess robustly a range of impacts resulting from a large
number of undecided parameters. The description of the proposed
development in the ES must not be so wide that it is insufficiently certain
to comply with requirements of paragraph 17 of Schedule 4 Part 1 of the
EIA Regulations.
The Rochdale Envelope principle (see R v Rochdale MBC ex parte Tew
(1999) and R v Rochdale MBC ex parte Milne (2000)) is an accepted way
of dealing with uncertainty in preparing development applications. The
applicant’s attention is drawn to the Planning Inspectorate’s Advice Note 9
‘Rochdale Envelope’ which is available on the Advice Note’s page of the
National Infrastructure Planning website.
The applicant should make every attempt to narrow the range of options
and explain clearly in the ES which elements of the scheme have yet to be
finalised and provide the reasons. Where some flexibility is sought and the
precise details are not known, the applicant should assess the maximum
potential adverse impacts the project could have to ensure that the
project as it may be constructed has been properly assessed.
The ES should be able to confirm that any changes to the development
within any proposed parameters would not result in significant impacts not
previously identified and assessed. The maximum and other dimensions of
the proposed development should be clearly described in the ES, with
appropriate justification. It will also be important to consider choice of
materials, colour and the form of the structures and of any buildings.
Lighting proposals should also be described.

Scope
The Secretary of State recommends that the physical scope of the study
areas should be identified under all the environmental topics and should
be sufficiently robust in order to undertake the assessment. The extent of
the study areas should be on the basis of recognised professional
guidance, whenever such guidance is available. The study areas should
also be agreed with the relevant consultees and local authorities and,
where this is not possible, this should be stated clearly in the ES and a
reasoned justification given. The scope should also cover the breadth of
the topic area and the temporal scope, and these aspects should be
described and justified.
Physical Scope
In general the Secretary of State recommends that the physical scope for
the EIA should be determined in the light of:


the nature of the proposal being considered



the relevance in terms of the specialist topic
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the breadth of the topic



the physical extent of any surveys or the study area, and



the potential significant impacts.

The Secretary of State recommends that the physical scope of the study
areas should be identified for each of the environmental topics and should
be sufficiently robust in order to undertake the assessment. This should
include at least the whole of the application site, and include all offsite
works. For certain topics, such as landscape and transport, the study area
will need to be wider. The extent of the study areas should be on the basis
of recognised professional guidance and best practice, whenever this is
available, and determined by establishing the physical extent of the likely
impacts. The study areas should also be agreed with the relevant
consultees and, where this is not possible, this should be stated clearly in
the ES and a reasoned justification given.
Breadth of the Topic Area
The ES should explain the range of matters to be considered under each
topic and this may respond partly to the type of project being considered.
If the range considered is drawn narrowly then a justification for the
approach should be provided.
Temporal Scope
The assessment should consider:






environmental impacts during construction works
environmental impacts on completion/operation of the proposed
development
where appropriate, environmental impacts a suitable number of
years after completion of the proposed development (for example, in
order to allow for traffic growth or maturing of any landscape
proposals), and
environmental impacts during decommissioning.

In terms of decommissioning, the Secretary of State acknowledges that
the further into the future any assessment is made, the less reliance may
be placed on the outcome. However, the purpose of such a long term
assessment, as well as to enable the decommissioning of the works to be
taken into account, is to encourage early consideration as to how
structures can be taken down. The purpose of this is to seek to minimise
disruption, to re-use materials and to restore the site or put it to a
suitable new use. The Secretary of State encourages consideration of such
matters in the ES.
The Secretary of State recommends that these matters should be set out
clearly in the ES and that the suitable time period for the assessment
should be agreed with the relevant statutory consultees.
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The Secretary of State recommends that throughout the ES a standard
terminology for time periods should be defined, such that for example,
‘short term’ always refers to the same period of time.
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Baseline
The Secretary of State recommends that the baseline should describe the
position from which the impacts of the proposed development are
measured. The baseline should be chosen carefully and, whenever
possible, be consistent between topics. The identification of a single
baseline is to be welcomed in terms of the approach to the assessment,
although it is recognised that this may not always be possible.
The Secretary of State recommends that the baseline environment should
be clearly explained in the ES, including any dates of surveys, and care
should be taken to ensure that all the baseline data remains relevant and
up to date.
For each of the environmental topics, the data source(s) for the baseline
should be set out together with any survey work undertaken with the
dates. The timing and scope of all surveys should be agreed with the
relevant statutory bodies and appropriate consultees, wherever possible.
The baseline situation and the proposed development should be described
within the context of the site and any other proposals in the vicinity.

Identification of Impacts and Method Statement
Legislation and Guidelines
In terms of the EIA methodology, the Secretary of State recommends that
reference should be made to best practice and any standards, guidelines
and legislation that have been used to inform the assessment. This should
include guidelines prepared by relevant professional bodies.
In terms of other regulatory regimes, the Secretary of State recommends
that relevant legislation and all permit and licences required should be
listed in the ES where relevant to each topic. This information should also
be submitted with the application in accordance with the APFP
Regulations.
In terms of assessing the impacts, the ES should approach all relevant
planning and environmental policy – local, regional and national (and
where appropriate international) – in a consistent manner.
Assessment of Effects and Impact Significance
The EIA Regulations require the identification of the ‘likely significant
effects of the development on the environment’ (Schedule 4 Part 1
paragraph 20).
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As a matter of principle, the Secretary of State applies the precautionary
approach to follow the Court’s4 reasoning in judging ‘significant effects’. In
other words ‘likely to affect’ will be taken as meaning that there is a
probability or risk that the proposed development will have an effect, and
not that a development will definitely have an effect.
The Secretary of State considers it is imperative for the ES to define the
meaning of ‘significant’ in the context of each of the specialist topics and
for significant impacts to be clearly identified. The Secretary of State
recommends that the criteria should be set out fully and that the ES
should set out clearly the interpretation of ‘significant’ in terms of each of
the EIA topics. Quantitative criteria should be used where available. The
Secretary of State considers that this should also apply to the
consideration of cumulative impacts and impact inter-relationships.
The Secretary of State recognises that the way in which each element of
the environment may be affected by the proposed development can be
approached in a number of ways. However it considers that it would be
helpful, in terms of ease of understanding and in terms of clarity of
presentation, to consider the impact assessment in a similar manner for
each of the specialist topic areas. The Secretary of State recommends that
a common format should be applied where possible.
Inter-relationships between environmental factors
The inter-relationship between aspects of the environments likely to be
significantly affected is a requirement of the EIA Regulations (see
Schedule 4 Part 1 of the EIA Regulations). These occur where a number of
separate impacts, e.g. noise and air quality, affect a single receptor such
as fauna.
The Secretary of State considers that the inter-relationships between
factors must be assessed in order to address the environmental impacts of
the proposal as a whole. This will help to ensure that the ES is not a series
of separate reports collated into one document, but rather a
comprehensive assessment drawing together the environmental impacts
of the proposed development. This is particularly important when
considering impacts in terms of any permutations or parameters to the
proposed development.
Cumulative Impacts
The potential cumulative impacts with other major developments will need
to be identified, as required by the Directive. The significance of such
impacts should be shown to have been assessed against the baseline
position (which would include built and operational development). In

4

See Landelijke Vereniging tot Behoud van de Waddenzee and Nederlandse
Vereniging tot Bescherming van
Vogels v Staatssecretris van Landbouw
(Waddenzee Case No C 127/02/2004)
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assessing cumulative impacts, other major development should be
identified through consultation with the local planning authorities and
other relevant authorities on the basis of those that are:







projects that are under construction
permitted application(s) not yet implemented
submitted application(s) not yet determined
all refusals subject to appeal procedures not yet determined
projects on the National Infrastructure’s programme of projects, and
projects identified in the relevant development plan (and emerging
development plans - with appropriate weight being given as they
move closer to adoption) recognising that much information on any
relevant proposals will be limited.

Details should be provided in the ES, including the types of development,
location and key aspects that may affect the EIA and how these have been
taken into account as part of the assessment.
The Secretary of State recommends that offshore wind farms should also
take account of any offshore licensed and consented activities in the area,
for the purposes of assessing cumulative effects, through consultation
with the relevant licensing/consenting bodies.
For the purposes of identifying any cumulative effects with other
developments in the area, applicants should also consult consenting
bodies in other EU states to assist in identifying those developments (see
commentary on Transboundary Effects below).
Related Development
The ES should give equal prominence to any development which is related
with the proposed development to ensure that all the impacts of the
proposal are assessed.
The Secretary of State recommends that the applicant should distinguish
between the proposed development for which development consent will be
sought and any other development. This distinction should be clear in the
ES.
Alternatives
The ES must set out an outline of the main alternatives studied by the
applicant and provide an indication of the main reasons for the applicant’s
choice, taking account of the environmental effect (Schedule 4 Part 1
paragraph 18).
Matters should be included, such as inter alia alternative design options
and alternative mitigation measures. The justification for the final choice
and evolution of the scheme development should be made clear. Where
other sites have been considered, the reasons for the final choice should
be addressed.
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The Secretary of State advises that the ES should give sufficient attention
to the alternative forms and locations for the off-site proposals, where
appropriate, and justify the needs and choices made in terms of the form
of the development proposed and the sites chosen.
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Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures may fall into certain categories namely: avoid;
reduce; compensate or enhance (see Schedule 4 Part 1 paragraph 21);
and should be identified as such in the specialist topics. Mitigation
measures should not be developed in isolation as they may relate to more
than one topic area. For each topic, the ES should set out any mitigation
measures required to prevent, reduce and where possible offset any
significant adverse effects, and to identify any residual effects with
mitigation in place. Any proposed mitigation should be discussed and
agreed with the relevant consultees.
The effectiveness of mitigation should be apparent. Only mitigation
measures which are a firm commitment and can be shown to be
deliverable should be taken into account as part of the assessment.
It would be helpful if the mitigation measures proposed could be cross
referred to specific provisions and/or requirements proposed within the
draft development consent order. This could be achieved by means of
describing the mitigation measures proposed either in each of the
specialist reports or collating these within a summary section on
mitigation.
The Secretary of State advises that it is considered best practice to outline
in the ES, the structure of the environmental management and monitoring
plan and safety procedures which will be adopted during construction and
operation and may be adopted during decommissioning.
Cross References and Interactions
The Secretary of State recommends that all the specialist topics in the ES
should cross reference their text to other relevant disciplines. Interactions
between the specialist topics is essential to the production of a robust
assessment, as the ES should not be a collection of separate specialist
topics, but a comprehensive assessment of the environmental impacts of
the proposal and how these impacts can be mitigated.
As set out in EIA Regulations Schedule 4 Part 1 paragraph 23, the ES
should include an indication of any technical difficulties (technical
deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered by the applicant in
compiling the required information.
Consultation
The Secretary of State recommends that any changes to the scheme
design in response to consultation should be addressed in the ES.
It is recommended that the applicant provides preliminary environmental
information (PEI) (this term is defined in the EIA Regulations under
regulation 2 ‘Interpretation’) to the local authorities.
Consultation with the local community should be carried out in accordance
with the SoCC which will state how the applicant intends to consult on the
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preliminary environmental information (PEI). This PEI could include results
of detailed surveys and recommended mitigation actions. Where effective
consultation is carried out in accordance with Section 47 of the Planning
Act, this could usefully assist the applicant in the EIA process – for
example the local community may be able to identify possible mitigation
measures to address the impacts identified in the PEI. Attention is drawn
to the duty upon applicants under Section 50 of the Planning Act to have
regard to the guidance on pre-application consultation.

Transboundary Effects
The Secretary of State recommends that consideration should be given in
the ES to any likely significant effects on the environment of another
Member State of the European Economic Area. In particular, the Secretary
of State recommends consideration should be given to discharges to the
air and water and to potential impacts on migratory species and to
impacts on shipping and fishing areas.
The Applicant’s attention is also drawn to the Planning Inspectorate’s
Advice Note 12 ‘Development with significant transboundary impacts
consultation’ which is available on the Advice Notes Page of the National
Infrastructure Planning website

Summary Tables
The Secretary of State recommends that in order to assist the decision
making process, the applicant may wish to consider the use of tables:
Table X

to identify and collate the residual impacts after mitigation on
the basis of specialist topics, inter-relationships and
cumulative impacts.

Table XX

to demonstrate how the assessment has taken account of
this Opinion and other responses to consultation.

Table XXX to set out the mitigation measures proposed, as well as
assisting the reader, the Secretary of State considers that
this would also enable the applicant to cross refer mitigation
to specific provisions proposed to be included within the draft
Development Consent Order.
Table XXXX to cross reference where details in the HRA (where one is
provided) such as descriptions of sites and their locations,
together with any mitigation or compensation measures, are
to be found in the ES.

Terminology and Glossary of Technical Terms
The Secretary of State recommends that a common terminology should be
adopted. This will help to ensure consistency and ease of understanding
for the decision making process. For example, ‘the site’ should be defined
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and used only in terms of this definition so as to avoid confusion with, for
example, the wider site area or the surrounding site.
A glossary of technical terms should be included in the ES.

Presentation
The ES should have all of its paragraphs numbered, as this makes
referencing easier as well as accurate.
Appendices must be clearly referenced, again with all paragraphs
numbered.
All figures and drawings, photographs and photomontages should be
clearly referenced.
Figures should clearly show the proposed site
application boundary.

Bibliography
A bibliography should be included in the ES. The author, date and
publication title should be included for all references. All publications
referred to within the technical reports should be included.

Non Technical Summary
The EIA Regulations require a Non Technical Summary (EIA Regulations
Schedule 4 Part 1 paragraph 22). This should be a summary of the
assessment in simple language. It should be supported by appropriate
figures, photographs and photomontages.
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